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Chapter 1

Summary

The trait fruit weight is of great agronomic importance for the commercial

production of peach. In view of conducting a study of association map-

ping, the genetic diversity of peach accessions from the germplasm bank of

‘MAS.PES’ was evaluated using amplified fragment length polymorphism

(AFLP) and simple sequence repeats (SSR). The results indicated that SSR

markers were more informative and showed a high level of homozygosity in

the accessions under evaluation. In studies meant for breeding of this species,

the identification of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) explaining the phenotypic

differences of this trait is important, because they can be used as a genomic

tool in marker-assisted selection (MAS). In the present study, QTLs were

detected through two approaches: 1. Linkage analysis, starting from a F2

population of 123 individuals from ‘NJ Weeping’ (small fruit) × ‘Bounty’

(large fruit), in which the software JoinMap was used to establish the re-

lationship of linkage between the segregating markers, while the software

MapQTL was employed to associate the data with the obtained phenotypic

linkage map. 2. Association mapping, carried out on 70 peach accessions

from the ‘MAS.PES’ germplasm collection, in which the software Structure

was used to analyse population structure: associations between markers and

phenotypic traits were identified with the software TASSEL. As a result of

linkage analysis, 877 single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers were

grouped into 8 linkage groups and 34 QTLs related to fruit weight and size

2



were identified. The results of the association analysis, performed using the

General Linear Model (GLM), suggested the existence of 39 markers associ-

ated with fruit weight and size.



Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 Botanical aspects

The family Rosaceae is of high economic importance in temperate regions.

It consists of more than 100 genera such as Malus, Pyrus, Fragaria and

Prunus, which represent a significant number of species of commercial value

(Dirlewanger et al., 2002; Shulaev et al., 2008).

The genus Prunus has more than 200 species of trees and shrubs that

are sources of nuts, oil, wood, ornamental plants and fruits such as apricot

(Prunus armeniaca L.), cherry (Prunus avium L.), plum (Prunus domestica

L.) and peach (Prunus persica L.), which cater to different tastes and de-

mands on the consumer market (Lee and Wen, 2001; Shulaev et al., 2008;

Boudehri et al., 2009; Gilani, 2010).

Peach is a diploid species native to China, predominantly autogamous

with less than 5% of cross-fertilization (Scorza et al., 1985). It is a medium-

sized tree, up to 8 m in height. It displays pivoting roots, with subsequent

formation of side branches, which reach 50–60 cm deep, depending on soil

type. The lanceolate leaves with serrate-crenate margins usually have green

colour, but may present a purple colour. The flowers are hermaphrodite,

usually with five petals ranging from white to red, being most commonly

4



pink. The fruits are drupes, mostly round or elongated, and have a delicate

aroma and a velvety epidermis covered by trichomes which varies in intensity

or, in the case of nectarines, are absent. The fruit weight ranges from less

than 50 g in wild forms to 80–110 g in early maturing genotypes and more

than 680 g in late maturing varieties (Li, 1984); the commercial standard

requires 180–230 g, depending on the purpose of use.

2.2 Use and economic importance of peach

According to data from FAOSTAT (2010), world peach production in 2010

was more than 20.2 million tons; 49.13% was produced in Asia, 28.97% in

Europe, 16.21% in America, 4.91% in Africa, and 0.77% in Oceania. Italy is

the second largest producer with an annual production of 1.59 million tons,

second only to China with 10.72 million tons.

The species is a good choice for cultivation, both for commercial value of

the fruits that can be consumed most commonly raw or canned, or as jam,

jelly and juice, and for its medicinal, nutritional and organoleptic properties.

In nutritional terms, peach fruits are rich in water, magnesium, potas-

sium, manganese, copper, iodine and iron. They are also sources of fibre,

pectin, carbohydrates, and vitamins A, C and B complex (Júnior, 2007;

Tavarini et al., 2011). In accordance with USDA (2011), a fruit with a

weight of 147 g provides approximately 57 calories, 0.37 mg of lipids (fat),

14 g carbohydrates, 2.2 g of fibres, 279 mg potassium, 1.7 mg vitamin E and

9.7 mg vitamin C. These values show that the consumption of peach is an

excellent choice for a healthy diet based on fruits and vegetables.

In medical terms, the supply of antioxidants, compounds that are effec-

tive against free radicals that damage DNA, proteins and lipids, is beneficial

and effective against heart disease, cancer and aging (Campbell et al., 2011).

Rossato (2009) conducted research to study the antioxidant activity and

phenolic compounds present in the skin, pulp and peach jam, indicating that



the fruits can be used as sources of antioxidants in a diet and for industrial

applications. Likewise, Segantini et al. (2012) detected significant concentra-

tions of vitamin C in the flesh and positive correlations with the antioxidant

activity. According to Li et al. (2011), the flowers are also a source of natu-

ral antioxidants for the food and cosmetic industries. As the leaves exhibit

cholinomimetic action, they may be used in treatment for constipation (Gi-

lani et al., 2000).

Mishra and Dubey (1990) showed that oil extracted from the leaves

presents antifungal properties, as such oil extracted in the concentration of

0.1% inhibited mycelial growth of Aspergillus flavus.

2.3 Peach genome and development of the

9K SNP array v1

The peach has a small diploid genome (about 290 Mb) compared with other

species of fruit trees. Since it also has a relatively short juvenile phase (two

to three years) and has many Mendelian traits, peach is considered a model

species for the family Rosaceae (Baird et al., 1994; Bassi and Monet, 2008;

Boudehri et al., 2009; Brandi et al., 2011).

Peach genome sequencing began in 2002, but only in 2007, the Joint

Genome Institute (JGI) announced a list of plants that would be the target

of genome sequencing at JGI. The sequencing and publication of the results

took place in 2010 (http://www.rosacea.org). The Project DRUPOMICS,

supported by the Italian Ministry of Agriculture, joined the American group.

This consortium was later expanded to the International Peach Genome Ini-

tiative (IPGI), which includes researchers from USA, Italy, Spain, France

and Chile (Arús et al., 2012).

The availability of the peach genome along with the ease of data acquisi-

tion by using new generation sequencing has allowed for efficiently identifying



a large number of markers such as SNPs. Thus, the International Peach SNP

Consortium (IPSC), that includes institutions from the US, Italy, Spain, de-

veloped the 9K SNP array v1, which consists of a platform using SNP geno-

typing (Verde et al., 2012). A total of 56 peach accessions divided into 12

pools were re-sequenced using the Illumina and Roche/454 sequencing tech-

nologies. The validation of these SNPs with the Illumina GoldenGateH assay

were performed on a subset of the predicted SNPs. Filtration was performed

until reaching a number of 8144 SNPs distributed on eight chromosomes. The

stages of development of the 9K SNP array v1 are schematically described

in Fig. 2.1.

The development of the 9K SNP array v1 benefits breeding programs,

because it allows whole genome fingerprinting, genome wide associations and

population-based analyses. In this study, the 9K SNP array v1 was used for

linkage analysis (chapter 5) and association mapping (chapter 6).

2.4 Peach breeding

Peach breeding programmes have traditionally targeted the nectarine trait

that is controlled by a monogenic recessive gene (Rivers, 1906; Blake, 1932;

Blake and Connors, 1936), red skin overcolour (a quantitative trait), low or

sub-acid as a dominant and monogenic character (Monet, 1979) and many

other features. However, current breeding goals focus on the development

of new cultivars with attributes that meet the requirements of the consumer

market. In Europe, the consumption of this species has decreased over the

last years, possibly because of the low quality of the fruits on the market (Vec-

chietti et al., 2009). Thus, the main objectives of peach breeding programs

relate to fruit quality (Folta and Gardiner, 2009), i.e. a set of characteris-

tics such as good-looking fruits with excellent flavour, colour, shape, texture,

firmness and fruit weight (Genard et al., 2007; Infante et al., 2008; Junior

et al., 2011).

The use of molecular markers in breeding programs through marker-



Figure 2.1: Workflow of the International Peach SNP Consortium (IPSC)
peach 9 K SNP array v1 development, taken from Verde et al., 2012.



assisted selection (MAS) allows optimising the selection process, especially

as the traits are strongly influenced by environment. In comparison to tradi-

tional breeding methods, MAS increases the selection efficiency and reduces

in the long term the time required for the release of new cultivars (Rodrigues

et al., 2010). Although it requires prior knowledge on the genome regions

where the loci are found, it detects very tightly linked markers and traits of

interest (Abbott et al., 2009).

Han et al. (2012) applied MAS in peach and identified one sequence-

related amplified polymorphism (SRAP) marker linked to the Me07Em02

colour around the stone (Cs locus). Gillen and Bliss (2006) identified two

RFLPs and one RAPD marker in linkage to a locus for the Mi-root nematode

resistance. In the study by Dirlewanger et al. (2006), an AFLP was found

that co-segregated with the G gene (“nectarine” recessive character) and

two markers (one AFLP and one RFLP) for the S gene (“saucer shaped”

dominant character).

2.5 Fruit weight

Fruit weight is an important parameter on the market, since it influences

the purchase of the product (Infante et al., 2008). Consumers are naturally

driven to aesthetically homogeneous fruits of high weight and diameter, free

of physiological and pathological alterations (Bertoglio, 2010). In peach, fruit

growth is represented by a double sigmoid curve with four distinct phases: a

first phase characterized by cell division, a second phase with reduced growth

and lignification of the pit (endocarp), a third phase with cellular expansion

and a fourth phase which corresponds to the maturation (Chalmers and

van den Ende, 1975; El-Sharkawy et al., 2007; Lombardo et al., 2011). Phase

I takes about 2–6 weeks after flowering. The fruit growth occurs rapidly and

is due to cell division (Liu et al., 2006; Marini, 2002). The duration of phase

II depends on the cultivar, ranging from days for early cultivars to weeks for

late cultivars, and brings along an increase in fruit size (El-Sharkawy et al.,

2007; Dardick et al., 2010; Lombardo et al., 2011; Marini, 2002). In Phase



III, the fruit grows intensively due to cell expansion in the last weeks (or

months) before harvest, accumulating water, organic acids and minerals in

the cell vacuole (Coombe, 1976; Marini, 2002). Phase IV is divided in two

steps: firstly, the fruit reaches its final size; and secondly, it ripens in an

ethylene-dependent manner (Trainotti et al., 2003; Lombardo et al., 2011).

Studies conducted with peach, apple and sweet cherry to evaluate the fruit

growth in the four phases showed that the final size of the ripe fruits is de-

termined by the number and size of mesocarp cells and intercellular spaces

(Yamaguchi et al., 2002; Harada et al., 2005; Olmstead et al., 2007). This

trait is strongly affected by environmental factors such as plant health, water,

weather conditions such as temperature fluctuations and cultural practices

such as thinning or load of fruits per tree, soil moisture and nutrition. Lopez

et al. (2007) studied the influence of temperature on fruit growth in peach

and found that high temperatures in spring promote a reduction in fruit size

as the tree does not provide sufficient resources to support high growth rates

under these circumstances. Tibola et al. (2007) evaluated the degree of com-

pliance of peach orchards in integrated production regime and noted broken

branches and small fruits in those orchards where the intensity of thinning

was inadequate. Likewise, studies indicate that the relative position of the

fruit to the assimilating sources influences growth; fruits positioned in crown

areas, more exposed to direct sun light, tend to have increased growth com-

pared to those in the inner position (Li et al., 2005; Guedes et al., 2008).

Referring to water availability, Mercier et al. (2009) reported that a water

deficit during the cell expansion phase leads to a significant decrease in fruit

weight and an increase in soluble solids.

The final fruit size is also associated with the flow of water and pho-

toassimilates transported through the xylem and phloem. The distribution

among plant organs results in changes in size, total production and individ-

ual fruit weight (Peil and López-Galvéz, 2002; Morandi et al., 2007, 2008).

In peach, sorbitol and sucrose are the primary photosynthetic products of

translocated carbon. Knowledge of their concentrations in cell sources pro-

vides information to better understand possible modes of phloem loading



and the mechanisms for regulation of growth and final fruit size (Nadwodnik

and Lohaus, 2008). Several authors have examined how the availability of

carbohydrates influences growth and final fruit size. Morandi et al. (2008)

studied how the metabolism of carbohydrates in the peach fruit is affected

by source-sink changes and, specifically, how the availability of sorbitol and

sucrose regulates the enzymatic activity and fruit growth. The results indi-

cated that the supply of carbon can be changed by environmental stress or

cultural practices, and that the availability of carbon promotes differences in

fruit size and sugar content.

2.6 Genetic and molecular dissection of fruit

weight

Fruit weight is a quantitative trait resulting from the combined action of sev-

eral genes and environmental factors. Several studies have been carried out

in view of obtaining peach fruits with better physical and chemical qualities

(Morandi et al., 2008; González-Agüero et al., 2008; Morandi et al., 2007).

However, there are few studies aiming at the knowledge of genes and chromo-

somal regions linked to traits such as sugar content, acidity, firmness, shape

and fruit weight (Quilot et al., 2005; Fernie et al., 2006; Causse et al., 2007;

Bertin et al., 2009; Eduardo et al., 2011).

Quilot et al. (2005) analysed the genetic control of fruit quality of peach

with an ecophysiological model, using a QTL mapping approach; QTLs were

detected for all genotypic parameters, and a large number of the same QTLs

was found over two years. Referring to QTLs specifically associated with fruit

weight or fruit size, Yuan et al. (2008) observed the presence of four QTLs

and pointed out their importance for plant breeding in cucumber. In sweet

cherry, Zhang et al. (2010) detected the presence of three QTLs associated

with fruit size and one QTL for the number of mesocarp cells. In papaya,

Blas et al. (2012) identified 14 QTLs associated with fruit weight and form,

with phenotypic effects ranging from 5 to 23%. In apple, Devoghalaere et al.



(2012) found six QTLs for fruit weight using the ‘Royal Gala’ × ‘Braeburn’

(RG×BB) and ‘Starkrimson’ × ‘Granny Smith’ (STK×GS) genetic maps.

In tomato, fruit weight and size have already been extensively studied. In

total, 28 loci have been associated with these traits (Grandillo et al., 1999;

Paran and van der Knaap, 2007; Zhang et al., 2012). Frary et al. (2000)

identified the QTL fw2.2 that explains 30% of the variation in fruit size in

this species. This locus codes for a negative repressor of cell division with

activity during the cellular division of the fruit (Frary et al., 2000; Cong

et al., 2002; Tanksley, 2004). Other two loci, fasciated (chromosome 11) and

locule-number (chromosome 2) have been identified as provoking changes in

fruit size via changes in the number of carpels in the flower (Tanksley, 2004).

Fasciated YABBY-like encodes the transcription factor controlling organ po-

larity, and the mutation that increases locule number and fruit weight is

caused by a 294 kb inversion knocking out the gene (Cong et al., 2008; Huang

and van der Knaap, 2011; Zhang et al., 2012). On chromosome 11, a new

fruit weight locus called fw11.3 was mapped near fasciated. In this region, 22

candidate genes for this trait were found (Huang and van der Knaap, 2011).

SUN and Ovate loci control fruit elongation. SUN encodes a protein that is

a positive regulator of growth resulting in elongated fruit (Xiao et al., 2008;

Rodriguez et al., 2011). Ovate with a single mutation, leading to a premature

stop codon, causes the transition of tomato fruit from round- to pear-shaped

(Liu et al., 2002).

In view of the results obtained in tomato and other species, it is important

to detect QTLs that control this trait in peach.

2.7 Genetic approaches for dissection of QTLs

in plants

Linkage analysis and association mapping are two methods for studying the

mechanisms that control the genetic architecture of complex traits (Lander



and Schork, 1994; Risch and Merikangas, 1996; Mackay, 2001; Doerge, 2002;

Darvasi and Shifman, 2005; Yu et al., 2008). Linkage maps are used to iden-

tify chromosomal regions of agronomic interest with a relatively low coverage

of markers, while association mapping provides a high resolution with a high

coverage of markers, either via prior information on candidate genes or by a

genome-wide scan (Thornsberry et al., 2001; Hirschhorn and Daly, 2005; Yu

et al., 2008).

Traditional QTL analysis based on linkage maps requires the establish-

ment of a biparental population with crossing of contrasting genotypes. Phe-

notypic measurements are collected for the quantitative trait of interest and

analysed in conjunction with genotyping information from molecular marker

data covering the genome. Initially, a linkage map is constructed through

the following steps (Toledo et al., 2008):

I. distributing the markers in groups, called linkage groups;

II. sorting them within the group; and

III. estimating the distance between adjacent or flanking markers within

each group.

Finally, statistical methods allow to map the QTLs and to estimate their

positions and their effects through associations between the markers and the

evaluated phenotypic traits (Jangarelli et al., 2010).

The main methods of linkage mapping are: analysis of single markers

(Stuber et al., 1987), interval mapping (Lander and Botstein, 1989), com-

posite interval mapping (Zeng, 1994), its extension by mapping multiple

characters (Jiang and Zeng, 1995) and mapping of multiple intervals (Kao

et al., 1999).

Analysis of single markers does not require complete linkage maps and

allows to detect possible associations between the genotypes of the markers

and quantitative traits. The statistical methods used to detect associations



are t-tests, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and linear regression. However,

linear regression is the most commonly used, because the coefficient of deter-

mination describes, based on the marker, the phenotypic variation (Collard

et al., 2005). A disadvantage of this method is the possibility of confusing

the position and the effect of the QTL in addition to underestimating the

QTLs, since their estimators are biased by the recombination fraction be-

tween marker and QTL (Collard et al., 2005; Bento, 2006).

The interval mapping approach is based on the segregation information of

pairs of adjacent markers, using the maximum likelihood method to estimate

the frequency of recombinants and the magnitude of the effect of the QTL in

the interval between two linked markers (Lynch and Walsh, 1998; Carneiro

and Vieira, 2002). This method is statistically more powerful compared to

single marker analysis (Lander and Botstein, 1989; Liu, 1998; Collard et al.,

2005). The only drawback of this method is that other QTLs outside of the

interval are ignored.

For example, the construction of a map using m marks leads to likeli-

hood map for each interval (M1–M2, M2–M3, etc.). Thus, the information

of marker pairs at considered intervals is taken into account, built after a

map with all the intervals (Toledo, 2006). Thus, the statistics are calculated

for each interval m–1, thereby limiting the efficiency of this method, since

information on markers outside the mapped range, that may contain asso-

ciation with the trait of interest, is not considered (Lander and Botstein,

1989; Zeng, 1993; Toledo, 2006; Bento, 2006). To overcome this limitation,

Zeng (1993) proposed to use a multiple regression model, thereby creating

the method of composite interval mapping.

Thus, information from markers adjacent to the considered interval and

markers present in other linkage groups is considered as cofactors (Toledo,

2006). This method is currently one of the most widely employed methods.

The mapping of multiple characters is an expansion of the interval map-



ping, using statistical models in a multivariate approach. The methodology

includes the effects through which a character is influenced by more than one

genetic locus and the pleiotropic effects, i.e., different traits may share more

than one common locus (Li et al., 2006; Sabadin, 2008). The method also

allows evaluating multiple environments estimating the effect of the interac-

tion of QTLs with the environment and studying the nature of the genetic

correlation between traits (Bento, 2006).

Multiple interval mapping incorporates epistasis into the model and con-

siders multiple intervals simultaneously. In the presence of epistasis, this

method is more advantageous than the others as it provides greater efficiency

and accuracy in the identification of QTLs, contributes to the understanding

of epistasis and is more efficient in marker-assisted selection because of the

identification of epistatic effects (Kao et al., 1999; Carneiro and Vieira, 2002).

Although association mapping was initially used in studies of human dis-

eases, its field of application has expanded in recent years to plants including

crops and fruit species (Remington et al., 2001; Agrama et al., 2007; Cockram

et al., 2008; Murray et al., 2009). Association methods detect valid genetic as-

sociations for the entire population and not only for a specific cross, showing

higher allelic variation, higher accuracy and resolution of QTLs (Breseghello

and Sorrells, 2006; Sorkheh et al., 2008). The construction of an association

map involves six steps:

I. Selection of individuals;

II. Measurement of phenotypic characteristics;

III. Genotyping of individuals;

IV. Determining the population structure;

V. Quantifying the linkage disequilibrium using molecular marker data;

and

VI. Identifying markers associated with the trait of interest.



Figure 2.2: Comparison of recombination events considered in linkage anal-
ysis (a) with designed mapping populations from controlled cross and asso-
ciation mapping (b) within diverse collections, taken from Zhu et al. (2008).

The analysis of population structure aims to prevent the occurrence of

correlations between unrelated loci (Zhu et al., 2008; Abdurakhmonov and

Abdukarimov, 2008).

In association mapping, the selection of individuals is conducted in natu-

ral populations, germplasm banks, breeding lines, landraces, thus exploiting

all the recombination events that occurred over the evolutionary history of

the species, contrary to what occurs in the linkage analysis (Fig. 2.2) in

which, besides being necessary to develop a population obtained by a con-

trolled experiment, the recombination events are occurring during the devel-

opment of the population to be mapped (Myles et al., 2009; Wang et al.,

2012). Association mapping emerged as an interesting alternative to tradi-

tional QTL mapping, since it allows mapping QTLs in natural collections,

thus exploiting a broader diversity and presenting a potential for improving

the traits and safety of germplasm (Yu et al., 2008; Myles et al., 2009).

Phenotypic analysis involves a large number of individuals. Data collec-

tion, the adequate number of replications and experimental design are still

an object of study in association mapping (Zhu et al., 2008). Sometimes,

evaluations may be needed in unbalanced designs of experiments and in var-

ious environments (Ersoz et al., 2009). It is also possible to use the historical

phenotypic data from cultivars, without the need to develop new studies

(Sorkheh et al., 2008).



Various types of genetic markers can be used to investigate association

(Ersoz et al., 2009), including dominant markers like AFLP (D’hoop et al.,

2008). The simple sequence repeats (SSR) markers are useful in these stud-

ies, as reported in in rice (Agrama et al., 2007), sorghum (Casa et al., 2008)

and cotton (Abdurakhmonov et al., 2009). The SNP markers are potentially

more useful in comparison with other genetic markers (Ersoz et al., 2009).

The main step in association mapping is to identify the existence of sub-

structure in the population and to detect possible bias due to factors such

as adaptation or domestication (Thornsberry et al., 2001; Wright and Gaut,

2005; Ersoz et al., 2009). Population structure is the presence of subpopu-

lations in the sample in which individuals are more closely related to each

other than the average pair of individuals taken at random in the population

(Breseghello and Sorrells, 2006). When the trait of interest (e.g., disease

resistance) is more prevalent in one subpopulation than others, the trait will

be associated with any marker allele that is in high frequency in that sub-

population (Ewens and Spielman, 1995; Lander and Schork, 1994; Pritchard

and Rosenberg, 1999). Therefore, estimates of the population structure are

a prerequisite for the successful implementation of the association mapping

approach in admixed populations (Simko and Hu, 2008). Among the main

methods to estimate the level of population structure, principal component

analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis, based on Bayesian statistics, are promi-

nent, e.g. as provided by the software Structure (Pritchard et al., 2000a).

The quantification of linkage disequilibrium in statistical terms is mea-

sured by deviations between the average measurements of the frequencies

observed for certain combinations of alleles and the expected frequencies,

considering that segregation of these alleles is independent. Thus, in situa-

tions with dependence of alleles, the values of these deviations are different

from zero, creating a disequilibrium (Lopes, 2011).

The analysis of association between markers and traits of interest is per-



formed by statistical software packages such as SAS (SAS-Institute, 1999),

R (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) and TASSEL (Bradbury et al., 2007).

In summary, linkage mapping based on bi-parental populations is an ef-

ficient tool for identifying chromosomal regions conditioning the variation

for traits of interest. However, these chromosomal regions may influence the

trait only in the specific cross considered (Brachi et al., 2010). Association

mapping does not have this drawback. However, it can generate false pos-

itives due to population structure (Wang et al., 2005; Shriner et al., 2007;

Brachi et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012). Researchers tend to use both methods

to detect QTLs since they are complementary and each method contributes

to a better understanding of the inheritance of complex traits.



Chapter 3

Objectives

The aim of my thesis was to identify genomic markers linked to fruit weight

in peach, allowing the use of these markers in breeding programmes through

marker-assisted selection (MAS).

For this purpose, the present study was divided in three stages, as sum-

marized in the three chapters 4, 5 and 6 (Fig. 3.1).

In Fig. 3.1, all steps in red boxes correspond to activities that I conducted

in the laboratory of plant genomics in Parco Tecnologico Padano, located in

Lodi, Italy, or on the experimental field, located in Bologna county (Italy)

where the collection of germplasm accessions and also the F2 population (‘NJ

Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’), evaluated in chapter 5, reside. The gray box repre-

sents the activities conducted in other laboratories to which DNA samples

were sent to be genotyped using the Peach 9K SNP array v1.

In chapter 4, the objective was to understand the genetic diversity of ac-

cessions from the germplasm collection of a breeding program called ‘MAS.PES’.

The results were used to select accessions to build a panel of genetic diversity

to be studied in association mapping. To analyse diversity, AFLP and SSRs

were used. For AFLP markers, a total of four primers combinations for a to-

tal of 153 accessions of peaches was chosen. Fifteen SSR markers distributed
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Figure 3.1: Stages of the project to study fruit weight in peach: assessing the
genetic potential through phenotypic and genomic tools; the gray box corre-
sponds to the analysis provided by other laboratories through the Illumina
platform.



on eight chromosomes of peach were used to detect genetic diversity in 123

accessions.

The second objective (chapter 5) was to build a linkage map in an F2

breeding population by SNP markers from the peach 9K SNP array v1. Phe-

notyping was conducted in a total population of 123 F2 individuals from the

cross ‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’, segregating for fruit weight and size. QTL

mapping was performed using the generated map and obtained phenotypic

data.

The third objective (chapter 6) was to perform a preliminary association

mapping study and identify markers associated with fruit weight and size. 70

peach accessions showing variation for the trait of interest were genotyped

with the 9K SNP array v1. The accessions were phenotypically evaluated

according to fruit weight and size. To avoid false positive associations, the

population structure was estimated using a Bayesian analysis. The associ-

ation between the markers and the phenotype data was obtained using the

general linear model (GLM) in which the analysis of the effects of the popu-

lation structure were introduced.

The present work provides new information on the genetic architecture of

the trait fruit weight in peach, representing a possible milestone for breeding

programmes.



Chapter 4

Analysis of genetic diversity in

peach by AFLP and SSR

markers

4.1 Introduction

Although peach (Prunus persica L.) has already undergone many generations

of breeding, there is a strong commercial interest to provide new cultivars

that satisfy changing consumer interests on the market (Infante et al., 2008).

Conventional breeding methods are expensive and time-consuming because

peach requires three years from seed to bear fruit allowing the first pheno-

typic evaluations (Varshney and Tuberosa, 2009). Furthermore, phenotypic

variation is dependent on both genetic and environmental factors, implying

that breeding based on phenotypic selection may not afford the maximum

genetic gain (Hesse, 1975).

Accessing the genetic diversity of a species directly at the DNA level

through the use of molecular markers is a powerful tool to reveal the geno-

typic differences between individuals. Markers are not influenced by en-

vironmental factors (Rajapakse, 2003; Cheong, 2012) and are useful in the

early steps of selection within large progenies, because those individuals with
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unwanted characters can be removed immediately after seed sprouting and

allow to focus only on individuals with the desired trait (Collard and Mackill,

2008; Cheong, 2012).

A variety of markers is available, which differ according to the technology

used to detect variation. They are divided into hybridization markers and

amplification markers (Lins, 2008). The main hybridization-based markers

are RFLPs (Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms) and minisatellites

or VNTRs (Variable Number of Tandem Repeats) that were used in various

plant species (Keim et al., 1992; Lamy et al., 1994; Lebrun et al., 1998). The

development of technologies based on DNA amplification (Polymerase Chain

Reaction; PCR) led to the advent of molecular markers such as RAPDs

(Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA) (Williams et al., 1990) and AFLPs

(Vos et al., 1995), ISSRs (Inter Simple Sequence Repeats) and SSRs (Simple

Sequence Repeats) (Sørensen et al., 2009). All these types of markers have

been used in genetic diversity studies in peach (Lima et al., 2003; Hu et al.,

2005; Aranzana et al., 2010).

AFLP is a powerful DNA fingerprinting technology based on selective

amplification of a subset of genomic restriction fragments using PCR (Vos

et al., 1995). The technique involves cleavage of the total DNA by restric-

tion enzymes resulting in a large number of fragments. Short DNA sequences

(adapters) are coupled to the ends of restriction fragments that bind to spe-

cific primers during PCR. The amplified fragments are separated on poly-

acrylamide gels or through capillary electrophoresis and visualized with au-

toradiography or fluorescence methods (Oliveira et al., 2005; Pacheco Cruz,

2010). AFLPs are dominant markers that provide an effective, rapid and

economical tool for detecting a large number of polymorphic genetic markers

without prior molecular information about the corresponding loci (Teneva,

2009).

SSR markers represent DNA regions of short tandem repeat sequences of

one to four nucleotides, which are amplified by PCR using primers with 20



to 30 bases, complementary to sequences flanking the microsatellite (Bento,

2006). These markers require an initial development step as the sequences

flanking the repeat need to be known in order to design primers. Despite

their higher costs compared to AFLPs, SSRs have the advantage of showing

co-dominance, high polymorphism and high reproducibility, which are impor-

tant characteristics for an analysis based on molecular markers (Sansavini,

1998; Sosinski et al., 2000).

SSR and AFLP markers provide high reproducibility and high variability

which may increase the reliability and resolution of phylogenies. Since both

types of markers allow genome-wide sampling, the probability that the data

sets and phylogenies represent the evolutionary affinities within the species

rather than that of the individual traits is very high (Koopman et al., 2008).

The aim of the present study was to score the genetic diversity and struc-

ture of a population of peach accessions from a germplasm bank of the

‘MAS.PES’ breeding program by AFLP and SSR markers with a view to

support breeding programmes.

4.2 Materials and methods

The ‘MAS.PES’ peach germplasm bank includes accessions from Europe,

Asia and America. Genomic DNA of the accessions was extracted from

young leaves by the Power Plant DNA isolation kit (MO BIO Laboratories,

Carlsbad, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

4.2.1 AFLP analysis

Four AFLP primer combinations (E32M50, E32M60, E36M60 and E36M59)

were used on 153 peach accessions (Table 4.1). Digestion, ligation and pre-

amplification were carried out according to the protocol by Vos et al. (1995).

Customized forward primers, which were 5-labelled with 6-FAM (Applied

Biosystems, Foster City, USA), were used instead of radioactive labelled



primers for the selective fluorescent amplification process. Selected amplifi-

cation products were diluted tenfold; 10 µl of deionised formamide and 0.15

µl of GeneScan 1200-LIZ internal size standard (Applied Biosystems, Foster

City, USA) were added to 2 µl of each dilution. AFLP fingerprinting was

carried out with a fluorescent protocol using the ABI3730 DNA Analyzer for

the automatic electrophoretic separation and the GeneMapper 4.0 software

(Applied Biosystems) for scoring polymorphic peaks. Polymorphic peaks

were converted to a binary data matrix and analysed in the Darwin software

(Perrier and Jacquemond-Collet, 2006). For the calculation of genetic sim-

ilarities, the similarity coefficient of Jaccard (Sneath and Sokal, 1973) was

used. For the construction of the phylogenetic tree, the Neighbour Joining

(NJ) distance method was employed and statistical support for phylogenetic

groupings was estimated with the bootstrap method (1000 replications). The

similarity matrices were subjected to Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA)

with the purpose of visualizing the accessions through graphical dispersion.

4.2.2 SSR analysis

Fifteen primer pairs (Table 4.2) were used on 123 peach accessions (Table

4.4). The primers were selected on the basis of an earlier study conducted by

Pacheco Cruz (2010) based on the PIC (Polymorphic Information Content)

values and coverage in the genome. SSR reactions were performed using

the multiplex-ready PCR protocol (Hayden et al., 2008). The particular-

ity of this protocol consists of the inclusion of short generic primers tagF

(fluorescently labelled with FAM, VIC, NED or PET fluorescent dyes) and

tagR (unlabelled) whose sequences were 5’–ACGACGTTGTAAAA–3’ and

5’–CATTAAGTTCCCATTA–3’, respectively.

PCR was carried out in a final volume of 8 µl with the following condi-

tions: 1–20 ng of genomic DNA, one PCR reaction buffer (16 mM (NH4)2SO4,

67 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.8 and 0.1% Tween-20), 3 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM of each

dNTP, 100 nM of each tag primer, 40 nM of SSR-specific primers (Sigma

Life Sciences, Italy) in either singleplex or multiplex reactions, 0.01 U of Eu-



Table 4.1: Peach accessions analysed by AFLP markers

194RXIII43 Da Tian Tao Morsiani 60
391 C12 XXXIV 86 Dialona Morsiani 90
A15 Dixired Moscatello
A219 DOFI 88338026 Neve
A318 Dolores NJ307
Afra T15-9 Doris NJC112
Agate Durbin NJC113
Albatros Early Rich Orion
Alexa Early Silver P2152N
Aliblanca Early Top Paola Cavicchi Precoce
Alice Elbertita Poppa di Venere
Alice Col Elegant Lady PZ 1
Alipersie Fei Cheng Bai Li Rasciadente Gialla
Alired Flavorcrest RedHaven
Alirosada Forli 1 Regina Bianca
Alitop Forlivese Regina d’ottobre
Alix Francoise Rising Star
Alma Gemini Romagna Bright
Amanda GG30 Romagna Queen
Amarillo de Agosto I Gladis Romagna Red
Amarillo de Agosto II Glohaven Romagna Top
Angelo Marzocchela Goldcrest Romamer 2
Antonina Grezzano Rosa Del West
Antony Harrow Blood Rossa di Trenti
Aurora Honey Kist Royal Lee
Azurina Honey Royal Royal Pride
Azuritte IF7910001 Royal Summer
Beicme bin IFF331 Rubia
Bella Contadina IFF691 Ruby Rich
Bella di Borgo d’Ale IP1 Sweet Melody × W Glory
Bella di Cesena Iskra S5898128
Bella di Cesena Precoce J. H. Hale San Giorgio
Bella di Piangipane Jing Yu San Varano 3
Big Top June Princess Sel 97517
Blazing Star Kamarat Sentry
Blushing Star Kaweah Pesca Settembrina
BO05015080 Kevina Settembrina Polpa Rossa
Borgia Kurakata Wase Snow King
Botto KV930278 Spring belle
Buco Incavato C KV930386 (Stark) RedGold
Buco Incavato I KV930455 Summer Sweet
Buco Incavato II Limonet Sweet Fire
Calred 27-48 Maillara Sweet Silver
Capucci 18 Maria Dorata Tardibelle
Cesarini Maria Regina Torquoise
Cinzia Marli Valley Sweet
Compact RedHaven Maruja Vespignani 2
Corindon Maura Vista Rich
Cormonese Migliorata Maycrest Zee Diamond
Cristal Rose Mayglo Zee Glo
Cristina Merril Gem Free Zephir



Table 4.2: Primer sequences used in microsatellite analysis

Primer Primer F sequence (5–3) Primer R sequence (5-3)
UDP98-409 GCTGATGGGTTTTATGGTTTTC CGGACTCTTATCCTCTATCAACA
UDP98-412 AGGGAAAGTTTCTGCTGCAC GCTGAAGACGACGATGATGA
BPPCT025 TCCTGCGTAGAAGAAGGTAGC CGACATAAAGTCCAAATGGC
BPPCT007 TCATTGCTCGTCATCAGC CAGATTTCTGAAGTTAGCGGTA
BPPCT015 ATGGAAGGGAAGAGAAATCG GTCATCTCAGTCAACTTTTCCG
BPPCT001 AATTCCCAAAGGATGTGTATGAG CAGGTGAATGAGCCAAAGC
UDP96-005 GTAACGCTCGCTACCACAAA CCTGCATATCACCACCCAG
BPPCT017 TTAAGAGTTTGTGATGGGAACC AAGCATAATTTAGCATAACCAAGC
EPPCU5176 ATGACCACACAGAATCACCC GATCCTCAGCCCGAGTCAAT
CPPCT006 AATTAACTCCAACAGCTCCA ATGGTTGCTTAATTCAATGG
BPPCT038 TATATTGTTGGCTTCTTGCATG TGAAAGTGAAACAATGGAAGC
UDP98-022 CTAGTTGTGCACACTCACGC GTCGCAGGAACAGTAAGCCT
UDP96-008 TTGTACACACCCTCAGCCTG TGCTGAGGTTCAGGTGAGTG
CPDCT045 TGTGGATCAAGAAAGAGAACCA AGGTGTGCTTGCACATGTTT
CPSCT039 GCCGCAACTCGTAAGGAATA TCCACCGTTGATTACCCTTC

roTaq DNA polymerase (EuroClone, Italy). Thermal cycling comprised an

initial denaturation step of 2 min at 95 ◦C; 20 pre-amplification cycles of 30

s at 92 ◦C, 30 s at 60 ◦C, 30 s at 72 ◦C; 40 amplification/labelling cycles of

15 s at 92 ◦C, 30 s at 54 ◦C, 30 s at 72 ◦C; and a final extension of 5 min

at 72 ◦C followed by 25 min at 25 ◦C. After amplification, PCR products

were diluted with 10 µl of distilled water. Subsequently, 5 µl of dilution la-

belled with a different dye was pooled in a 1:1:1:1 proportion (multi-pooling),

ethanol-precipitated and re-suspended in 20 µl with distilled water. Capil-

lary electrophoresis was performed with a mix including 2 µl purified PCR

multi-pool, 10 µl formamide and 0.15 µl GeneScan500 LIZ-250 size standard

using an ABI Prism 3730 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) according to

the manufacturer’s instructions; allele size was determined using the Gene-

Marker demo version 1.70 (SoftGenetics).

Phylogenetic analysis was performed by the Darwin software, using the

method of neighbour-joining distance and estimating statistical support for

phylogenetic groupings with the bootstrap method (1000 replications).

Determining the total number of alleles, the observed and expected het-

erozygosity (Ho and He), the fixation index or F-statistic of Wright using

the GenAlEx 6.3 software (Peakall and Smouse, 2006) allowed estimating



the genetic diversity.

4.2.3 Population structure analysis

Population structure analysis was conducted with the software Structure

(Pritchard et al., 2000), based on Bayesian statistics using 15 SSR mark-

ers (Table 4.3). The “admixture model” of ancestry and correlated allele

frequencies was adopted to analyse the data set. No preliminary informa-

tion on the number of subpopulations was considered. The proportion of

the ancestry of each individual was tested considering a number K from 1

to 10, with 5 iterations for each value of K. The settings for burning and

MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) were 20,000 and 200,000, respectively.

To determine the number K, the model established by (Evanno et al., 2005)

was adopted using the S tructure Harvest (Earl and vonHoldt, 2012).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 AFLP analysis

The use of four primer combinations allowed the acquisition of 171 molecular

markers to differentiate the peach accessions. The number of polymorphic

fragments for the markers E32M50, E32M60, E36M59 and E36M60 were 41,

47, 45 and 38, respectively. The dendrogram shown in Fig. 4.1 demonstrates

the formation of two groups, with the presence of subgroups in group 2. The

cophenetic correlation coefficient (measure of reliability in the clusters of ac-

cessions with respect to the genetic similarity matrix) was 0.97.

The analysis of graphic dispersion via Principal Coordinates Analysis

(Fig. 4.2) showed results similar to those observed in the dendrogram. It is

possible to observe that the first group is separated from the second group

and other subgroups by the axis 1. The first axis explained about 17%, while

the second explained 9% of the observed variability.



Table 4.3: Peach accessions analysed by 15 microsatellite markers

Accessions
189CXIIKLI62 Elegant Lady Red Elegant
193 QXXVI 131 Fei Cheng Bai Li Redhaven
193QXXVII 111 Forli 1 Rich Lady
193QXXVII 111 Francesca Rising Star
194 RXXVI 12 GloHaven Romagna 3000
391 C12 XXXIV 86 Grenat Romagna Bright
A15 – P1 Harrow Blood Romagna giant
A219 – P1 Hardired Romagna Gold
A9 Helena Cling Romagna Red
Alirosada Honey Blaze Romagna Star
Aliblanca Honey Glo Romagna Top
Alicecol Honey Kist Rosa Dardi
Alipersié Honey Royal Royal Estate
Alired IFF 691 Royal Glory
Alitop IFF 331 Royal Jim
Alma Ionia Royal Lee
Ambra Iskra Royal Majestic
Andross June Princess Royal Time
Angelo Marzocchella Kakamas Rubia
Antony Kaweah Ruby Rich
Autumn Grand Kevina S5898:128
Azurite KV930386 Salkaja
Big Top KV930455 Sentry
Blazing Star Laura Siberian C
Blushing Star Magique Soleada
Bolero Maillar Springbelle
Bonia Maura S 6699
Bordó Maycrest (Stark) RedGold
Botto Mayfire Summer Rich
Capucci 18 Merril Gem Free T16
Chimarrita Nadia Tardigold
Contender Nectagrand 1 Tardiva Spadoni
Corindon NJ 307 Tasty Free
Cristina NJ Weeping(PI 91459) Torquoise
Dixired NJC113 Venus
Dolores Oro A Vista Rich
Dourado P5/645 Zao Xia Lu
Early Rich Paola Cavicchi Precoce Zee Diamond
Early Top Pieri 81 Zee Glo
Early Zee Rasciadente Bianca Zee Lady
Elbertita Rasciadente Gialla Zephir



Figure 4.1: Neighbour joining tree of 153 peach accessions from the analysis
of 171 AFLPs using four primers combinations; the tree was constructed by
means of Jaccard’s genetic distance.



Figure 4.2: Principal coordinates analysis of 153 peach accessions obtained
by four AFLP primers combinations

4.3.2 Microsatellite analysis

The 15 studied SSRs amplified 115 alleles, with an average of 7.7 alleles

per locus. Markers BPCCT025, BPPCT001, and BPPCT017 were the most

polymorphic with an amplification of 11, 11, and 10 alleles, respectively

(Table 4.4). Values of expected heterozygosity ranged from 0.441 (DP98-

409) to 0.732 (BPPCT001) with an average of 0.6. The marker UDP98-412

showed the highest observed heterozygosity (0.634), while marker UDP96-

008 had the lowest heterozygosity (0.244). For all loci, the fixation indexes

were positive with an average of 0.3.

The phylogenetic tree (Fig. 4.3) demonstrated the formation of three

groups. A cophenetic correlation of 0.93 was obtained, slightly lower com-

pared to the value observed in the phylogenetic tree obtained by AFLP mark-

ers. However, it is worth highlighting that only 15 microsatellite markers were

used in the present study.

Regarding the population, the method by Evanno et al. (2005) revealed



Table 4.4: Variability of 123 peach accessions analysed by 15 microsatellite
markers. Locus name, number of alleles per locus (A), effective number of
alleles (Ae), observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (He), and
Wright’s fixation index (F) are shown.

Locus A Ae Ho He F
BPPCT017 10 2.512 0.385 0.602 0.360
UDP96-008 7 1.967 0.244 0.492 0.504
EPPCU5176 8 3.203 0.585 0.688 0.149
CPPCT045 5 2.521 0.545 0.603 0.097
BPPCT038 8 2.384 0.361 0.580 0.379
UDP98-022 5 2.722 0.472 0.633 0.255
CPPCT006 5 2.778 0.438 0.640 0.316
CPSCT039 7 2.458 0.434 0.593 0.268
BPCCT025 11 2.291 0.390 0.564 0.307
UDP98-412 8 3.245 0.634 0.692 0.083
UDP98-409 5 1.790 0.358 0.441 0.190
BPPCT001 11 3.736 0.469 0.732 0.360
BPPCT015 8 2.141 0.388 0.533 0.272
UDP96-005 8 2.104 0.434 0.525 0.172
BPPCT007 9 2.846 0.528 0.649 0185
Average 7.7 2.6 0.4 0.6 0.3

Figure 4.3: Phylogenetic tree of 123 peach accessions by 15 SSR markers;
the tree was built by neighbour joining and simple matching coefficient.



Figure 4.4: Number of clusters (K) in 123 accessions obtained by the method
of Evanno et al. (2005)

three clusters (Fig. 4.4). This number is in agreement with that obtained

from the phylogenetic tree built with the software Darwin. However, some

accessions such as ‘Paola Cavicchi Precoce’, ‘Romagna 3000’, ‘Zee Glo’, ‘Ro-

magna Bright’ and ‘Cristina’ were identified as belonging to cluster 1 by the

software Darwin, although they were classified as belonging to cluster 3 by

the software Structure.

In Table 4.5, it is possible to observe the values of ancestry expressed for

the 123 accessions. The majority of accessions showed, in their cluster, high

values of ancestry (Fig. 4.5).

The accessions ‘Hardired’, ‘IFF 691’, ‘Nectagrand 1’, and ‘NJ113’ in clus-

ter 1, ‘Helena Cling’, ‘Iskra’, ‘Paola Cavicchi Precoce’, ‘Royal Glory’, ‘Royal

Jim’, ‘Yao Xia Lu’ and ‘Zee Diamond’ in cluster 2, ‘KV930386’, ‘Romagna

3000’ and ‘S 6699’ in cluster 3 were the accessions showing ancestry values

below 0.65.

Considering the number of clusters obtained by the software Structure,

the number of alleles per locus (A), effective number of alleles (A), observed



Figure 4.5: Ancestry representation of 123 accessions from the germplasm
bank of ‘MAS.PES’; values obtained with the software Structure.

heterozygosity (Ho), expected (He) heterozygosity, and Wright’s fixation in-

dex (F) were analysed for each population (Table 4.6).

Marker BPPCT017 amplified ten alleles in cluster 1. The highest values of

observed and expected heterozygosity were identified in markers BPCCT025

and BPPCT001, respectively. For all markers, the fixation rates were posi-

tive.

In cluster 2, some negative fixation indices were observed. Markers that

amplified the highest number of alleles were EPPCU5176, BPPCT038,

BPCCT025, BPPCT001 and UDP96-005.

As observed in cluster 2, six was the highest number of alleles amplified

by marker in cluster 3. This value was observed in markers BPCCT025,

BPPCT001 and BPPCT015. The values of both observed and expected het-

erozygosity ranged from 0.125 to 0.771 and 0.156 and 0.724, respectively.

Cluster 1 showed a higher average of amplified alleles per locus (6.40), ex-

pected heterozygosity (0.62) and Wright’s fixation index (0.50), while cluster

2 had the highest average values of observed heterozygosity (0.49).



Table 4.5: Mean ancestry values for the three genetic clusters by the software
Structure.

Accessions K1 K2 K3 Cl. Accessions K1 K2 K3 Cl.
A219 0.75 0.12 0.13 1 Redhaven 0.05 0.69 0.26 2
A9 0.94 0.05 0.01 1 Rising Star 0.05 0.85 0.10 2
Andross 0.76 0.12 0.12 1 Rosa Dardi 0.07 0.92 0.02 2
A. Marzocchella 0.94 0.03 0.03 1 Royal Glory 0.02 0.56 0.42 2
Bonia 0.90 0.07 0.03 1 Royal Jim 0.07 0.57 0.37 2
Chimarrita 0.76 0.21 0.03 1 Royal Lee 0.02 0.93 0.05 2
Dourado 0.91 0.03 0.06 1 Rubia 0.01 0.96 0.03 2
Fei Cheng Bai Li 0.97 0.01 0.02 1 Sentry 0.02 0.89 0.08 2
Forli 1 0.94 0.02 0.03 1 Soleada 0.02 0.95 0.02 2
H. Blood 0.88 0.09 0.03 1 Springbelle 0.05 0.70 0.25 2
Hardired 0.46 0.44 0.09 1 Summer Rich 0.03 0.89 0.08 2
IF 691 0.53 0.04 0.43 1 Zao Xia Lu 0.48 0.50 0.02 2
Ionia 0.86 0.07 0.06 1 Zee Diamond 0.02 0.61 0.37 2
Nectagrand 1 0.46 0.35 0.19 1 Zee Lady 0.01 0.97 0.01 2
NJ weeping(PI 91459) 0.98 0.02 0.01 1 189CXIIKLI62 0.02 0.02 0.96 3
NJC113 0.46 0.38 0.17 1 Aliblanca 0.03 0.23 0.74 3
Oro A 0.98 0.01 0.02 1 Alice Col 0.08 0.14 0.77 3
Rasciadente Bianca 0.77 0.03 0.20 1 Alitop 0.04 0.02 0.94 3
Rasciadente Gialla 0.95 0.02 0.03 1 Alma 0.02 0.02 0.96 3
Royal Estate 0.97 0.01 0.02 1 Ambra 0.08 0.02 0.90 3
S5898:128 0.96 0.01 0.03 1 Antony 0.06 0.08 0.87 3
Salkaja 0.93 0.02 0.05 1 Aut. Grand 0.01 0.02 0.97 3
Siberian C 0.96 0.02 0.02 1 Azurite 0.04 0.05 0.91 3
T16 0.96 0.02 0.02 1 Big Top 0.01 0.03 0.96 3
Tardiva Spadoni 0.97 0.01 0.02 1 Bordó 0.04 0.30 0.65 3
391 C12 XXXIV 86 0.50 0.05 0.44 1 Corindon 0.08 0.21 0.71 3
193QXXVII 111 0.05 0.94 0.01 2 Cristina 0.08 0.04 0.88 3
193QXXVII 111 0.02 0.96 0.02 2 Early Rich 0.01 0.02 0.96 3
194 RXXVI 12 0.02 0.94 0.04 2 Early Top 0.03 0.18 0.79 3
193 QXXVI 131 0.01 0.97 0.02 2 Early Zee 0.06 0.02 0.91 3
A15 – P1 0.04 0.94 0.02 2 Francesca 0.27 0.01 0.72 3
Alirosada 0.03 0.94 0.03 2 Honey Blaze 0.10 0.11 0.79 3
Alipersié 0.02 0.97 0.02 2 Honey Glo 0.02 0.08 0.90 3
Alired 0.05 0.58 0.37 2 Honey Kist 0.04 0.04 0.92 3
Blazing Star 0.01 0.97 0.02 2 Honey Royal 0.07 0.05 0.87 3
Blushing Star 0.03 0.82 0.15 2 June Princess 0.02 0.02 0.96 3
Bolero 0.02 0.88 0.10 2 KV930386 0.13 0.29 0.58 3
Botto 0.10 0.85 0.05 2 KV930455 0.07 0.20 0.73 3
Capucci 18 0.27 0.65 0.09 2 Laura 0.17 0.02 0.81 3
Contender 0.07 0.88 0.05 2 Magique 0.01 0.01 0.97 3
Dixired 0.09 0.90 0.02 2 Maillar 0.02 0.01 0.97 3
Dolores 0.02 0.97 0.01 2 Mayfire 0.08 0.02 0.90 3
Elbertita 0.02 0.95 0.03 2 Rich Lady 0.01 0.02 0.96 3
Elegant Lady 0.01 0.96 0.03 2 Rom. 3000 0.02 0.39 0.59 3
GloHaven 0.02 0.95 0.03 2 Rom. Bright 0.01 0.05 0.94 3
Grenat 0.03 0.86 0.10 2 Rom. Giant 0.05 0.04 0.91 3
Helena Cling 0.36 0.38 0.26 2 Rom. Gold 0.01 0.02 0.97 3
IFF 331 0.10 0.89 0.01 2 Rom. Red 0.02 0.03 0.95 3
Iskra 0.23 0.41 0.36 2 Rom. Star 0.02 0.09 0.89 3
Kakamas 0.11 0.87 0.02 2 Romagna Top 0.02 0.16 0.82 3
Kaweah 0.04 0.95 0.02 2 Royal Majestic 0.01 0.01 0.97 3
Kevina 0.24 0.65 0.11 2 Royal Time 0.06 0.20 0.74 3
Maura 0.01 0.79 0.20 2 Ruby Rich 0.01 0.02 0.97 3
Maycrest 0.07 0.71 0.22 2 S 6699 0.20 0.26 0.54 3
Merril Gem Free 0.04 0.89 0.07 2 (Stark) RedGold 0.02 0.02 0.96 3
Nadia 0.05 0.80 0.15 2 Tardigold 0.01 0.02 0.97 3
NJ 307 0.03 0.96 0.02 2 Tasty Free 0.01 0.02 0.97 3
P5/645 0.13 0.86 0.02 2 Torquoise 0.10 0.07 0.83 3
P. Cavicchi Precoce 0.27 0.42 0.31 2 Venus 0.05 0.02 0.94 3
Pieri 81 0.07 0.87 0.06 2 Vista Rich 0.03 0.03 0.95 3
Red Elegant 0.02 0.91 0.08 2 Zee Glo 0.15 0.09 0.76 3

Zephir 0.07 0.16 0.77 3



Table 4.6: Variability of three peach clusters identified by population struc-
ture analysis with 15 microsatellite markers; locus name, number of alleles
per locus (A), effective number of alleles (Ae), observed heterozygosity (Ho),
expected heterozygosity (He) and Wright’s fixation index (F) are shown.

Cluster Locus N A Ae Ho He F
Cluster 1 BPPCT017 26 10 3.896 0.385 0.743 0.483

UDP96-008 26 4 1.957 0.038 0.489 0.921
EPPCU5176 26 7 2.748 0.385 0.636 0.395
CPPCT045 26 4 2.039 0.308 0.510 0.396
BPPCT038 25 8 2.178 0.360 0.541 0.334
UDP98-022 26 5 4.375 0.462 0.771 0.402
CPPCT006 25 4 2.822 0.360 0.646 0.442
CPSCT039 26 6 1.945 0.304 0.486 0.374
BPCCT025 26 9 4.552 0.500 0.780 0.359
UDP98-412 26 6 4.048 0.462 0.753 0.387
UDP98-409 26 5 1.714 0.192 0.416 0.538
BPPCT001 24 8 4.702 0.375 0.787 0.524
BPPCT015 26 6 1.781 0.000 0.439 1.000
UDP96-005 26 6 3.549 0.423 0.718 0.411
BPPCT007 26 8 2.585 0.269 0.613 0.561
Average 6.40 2.99 0.32 0.62 0.50

Cluster 2 BPPCT017 48 4 1.777 0.542 0.437 -0.239
UDP96-008 49 5 2.028 0.286 0.507 0.436
EPPCU5176 49 6 3.018 0.592 0.669 0.115
CPPCT045 49 4 2.564 0.694 0.610 -0.138
BPPCT038 49 6 3.011 0.592 0.668 0.114
UDP98-022 49 4 2.030 0.469 0.507 0.075
CPPCT006 48 4 2.801 0.583 0.643 0.093
CPSCT039 46 3 2.203 0.568 0.546 -0.039
BPCCT025 49 6 1.547 0.204 0.354 0.423
UDP98-412 49 5 2.199 0.592 0.545 -0.086
UDP98-409 49 4 1.348 0.204 0.258 0.210
BPPCT001 47 6 2.861 0.404 0.651 0.379
BPPCT015 46 3 2.205 0.457 0.547 0.165
UDP96-005 49 6 2.347 0.592 0.574 -0.031
BPPCT007 49 5 2.043 0.571 0.511 -0.119
Average 4.73 2.27 0.49 0.54 0.09

Cluster 3 BPPCT017 48 2 1.306 0.229 0.234 0.021
UDP96-008 48 3 1.868 0.313 0.465 0.327
EPPCU5176 48 4 2.657 0.688 0.624 -0.102
CPPCT045 48 4 1.989 0.521 0.497 -0.048
BPPCT038 48 3 1.185 0.125 0.156 0.200
UDP98-022 48 5 2.004 0.479 0.501 0.044
CPPCT006 48 5 1.990 0.333 0.498 0.330
CPSCT039 46 5 1.889 0.391 0.471 0.169
BPCCT025 48 6 2.238 0.521 0.553 0.058
UDP98-412 48 5 3.625 0.771 0.724 -0.064
UDP98-409 48 5 2.379 0.604 0.580 -0.042
BPPCT001 47 6 2.901 0.595 0.655 0.092
BPPCT015 47 6 2.066 0.511 0.516 0.011
UDP96-005 47 4 1.330 0.277 0.248 -0.114
BPPCT007 48 5 2.472 0.625 0.595 -0.050
Average 4.53 2.13 0.47 0.49 0.06



4.4 Discussion

The genetic diversity within peach accessions from the ‘MAS.PES’ germplasm

collection (Italy) was analysed in order to obtain a base for future research

on association mapping.

For this purpose, AFLP and microsatellite markers were used in this

study. Both systems for polymorphism detection demonstrated their effi-

ciency in the analysis of genetic diversity of peach accessions.

In the case of AFLP markers, 171 polymorphic fragments were obtained

and it was possible to verify the formation of two groups in the dendrogram,

while some subdivisions were observed in the second group. However, it was

not possible to separate the groups based on their genetic or geographic ori-

gin, nor on any phenotypic trait. This result was similar to that observed

by Aranzana et al. (2003) who evaluated 210 peach cultivars by nine AFLP

primer combinations. However, in this study, the presence of yellow fleshed

and melting peaches such as ‘Tardibelle’, ‘Elegant Lady’, ‘Vista Rich’ and

‘FlavorCrest’ was observed in subgroup 2.3.

Another factor that hindered the separation of groups is that many acces-

sions were rather similar as per their genetic distance. This occurs because

most of the studied accessions have high level of inbreeding, despite their

distinct geographical origin.

Considering the limitations associated with the dominant nature of AFLP

markers, SSR markers were chosen to complete the analysis of genetic diver-

sity. The analysis of diversity by SSR markers was performed using a smaller

number of accessions. This occurred because some accessions were still in

non fruiting stage, complicating the phenotypic analyses performed in sub-

sequent stages (chapter 6).

Markers BPCCT025, BPPCT001, and BPPCT017 showed the highest



polymorphism. Aranzana et al. (2010) obtained similar results using the

same markers in a study of genetic diversity on 224 peach accessions, detect-

ing amplification of 10, 9 and 9 alleles, respectively. The average of 7.7 allele

per locus observed in the present study was greater than that observed by Li

et al. (2008); Aranzana et al. (2010); Bouhadida et al. (2011); Sitther et al.

(2012). However, this value depends on the number and variability of the

accessions used in each study (Garcia et al., 2012).

In agreement with Bouhadida et al. (2011), marker BPPCT001 was the

most informative, with a total of 3.74 effective alleles (Ae). The observed

heterozygosity was lower than expected, suggesting a high level of homozy-

gosis compared to the expected value according to the equilibrium of Hardy-

Weinberg. Observed values below the expected heterozygosity were also

reported by Aranzana et al. (2002); Chalak et al. (2006); Aranzana et al.

(2010); Paula et al. (2012) which suggest the presence of inbreeding that

occurs naturally in autogamous species such as peach. The number of clus-

ters obtained by analysis of population structure was in accordance with the

analysis performed by the software Darwin, although it was observed that

some accessions were shown in a different group compared to Structure. How-

ever, this could be due to the different approaches adopted in these methods

to classify accessions within each group. For example, the accession ‘Zee

Glo’, was shown in group 1 of the Darwin dendrogram, together with ‘NJ

Weeping’, ‘Fei Cheng Bai Li’ among others. However, the software Structure

placed ‘Zee Glo’ (76% of co-ancestry) in group 3, together with ‘Ruby Rich’,

‘Vista Rich’ and ‘Tardigold’, among others. However, approximately 15% of

the ancestry of this accession also belongs to group 1.

The accessions ‘Stark Redgold’ and ‘Venus’ were classified in the same

group in both approaches. ‘Stark Redgold’ is one of the parents of ‘Venus’.

A similar situation was observed in accessions ‘Ambra’ and ‘Mayfire’, where

‘Mayfire’ is a parent of ‘Ambra’. The accessions ‘Contender’ and ‘Redhaven’,

‘Elegant Lady’ and ‘Merrill Gem Free’, ‘Blazing Star’ and ‘Blushing Star’,

genetically related, were also classified in the same group by both methods,



demonstrating their efficiency.

The number of alleles per locus (A), effective number of alleles (Ae) ob-

served heterozygosity (Ho) and expected heterozygosity (He), and Wright’s

fixation index (F) were analysed considering the three clusters obtained by

the software Structure. Studying the genetic diversity of grapevines, Andres

et al. (2012) also evaluated these parameters in the clusters identified by

Structure.

In some loci of clusters 2 and 3, negative fixation indices were observed,

indicating high heterozygosity for these loci. The most informative markers

were BPPCT001 in cluster 1, EPPCU5176 in cluster 2 and UDP98-412 in

cluster 3. Cluster 1 showed the greatest mean value of amplified alleles, while

exhibiting a greater homozygosity. Cluster 2 showed the highest observed

heterozygosity. This value was rather similar to that observed in cluster 3.

The mean fixation indices were positive in all clusters, revealing high level of

homozygotes relative to the expected value in the Hardy-Weinberg equilib-

rium.

As previously mentioned, it was possible to assess the genetic diversity

through both markers. Although the four primer combinations allowed a

higher amplification of the fragments (171), the SSR markers have proved

to be more informative, showing a better distribution of the accessions in

groups, including the use of different approaches. SSR markers are also ad-

vantageous in view of the future goal for the selection of accessions (panel of

diversity) to be assessed in studies of association mapping.

Although AFLP markers allow the construction of association mapping,

studies have shown that the use of such markers requires adapted statistical

methods to determine the genetic structure of the population (Zhu et al.,

2008). Moreover, markers such as SSRs and SNPs are more powerful and

informative in determining the population structure and kinship matrix (Zhu

et al., 2008). For the next stages of analysis, a higher number of microsatellite



markers should be used, namely in the process of detecting markers associ-

ated with traits of interest.



Chapter 5

Linkage analysis and QTL

mapping in a F2 population

5.1 Introduction

Genetic maps are important instruments for plant breeding. Linkage maps

provide a basis for genetic dissection of quantitative traits by mapping Quan-

titative Trait Loci (QTLs), besides allowing the identification of individual

genes and the construction of genome-wide physical maps. This is exploited

in Marker-Assisted Selection (MAS) in diverse crops (Ogundiwin et al., 2009).

Peach linkage maps are available in the literature, including a total of

more than 2000 markers (Shulaev et al., 2008). Using nine different F2 fam-

ilies, Chaparro et al. (1994) constructed a linkage map using isozymes and

Random Amplification of Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers. Rajapakse

et al. (1995) built another map composed of Restriction Fragment Length

Polymorphism (RFLP) markers, RAPD markers and morphological markers

and based on 71 F2 individuals from the cross ‘New Jersey Pillar’ × ‘KV

77119’. In the study by Lu et al. (1998) with 169 AFLP markers in 55 in-

dividuals of an F2 breeding population derived from the crossing of ‘Lovell’

× ‘Nemared’, two genes involved in resistance to nematodes were mapped

in linkage group 1. The map developed by Dirlewanger et al. (1998) com-

41



bined morphological traits, isozymes, RFLPs, RAPDs, inter-microsatellite

amplification (IMA), and AFLPs in an F2 breeding population composed of

63 individuals derived from the crossing of the non-acid peach ‘Ferjalou’ ×
‘Jalousia’ and the acid round nectarine ‘Fantasia’. The same population was

further characterised, increasing the number of individuals to 207 and adding

82 new microsatellite markers (Dirlewanger et al., 2006). A genetic linkage

map of 211 markers was constructed for a peach progeny population, Pop-

DG, derived from the peach cultivar ‘Dr. Davis’ and the fresh market cultivar

‘Georgia Belle’ (Ogundiwin et al., 2009). Using an F2 population developed

from ‘Contender’ × ‘Fla.92-2C’, contrasting in the trait chilling requirement,

Fan et al. (2010) constructed a map using AFLP and SSR markers.

Maps from interspecific progenies have also been published, such as the

Prunus reference map derived from a cross of almond (‘Texas’) with peach

(‘Earlygold’), which presents a higher saturation, with a total of 562 markers

and an average density of 0.9 cM between markers (Joobeur et al., 1998;

Aranzana et al., 2003; Dirlewanger et al., 2004; Ogundiwin et al., 2009).

Three populations (F1, F2 and BC2) derived from a cross between the clone

P1908 of P. davidiana and the peach cultivar ‘Summergrand’ were used in

the construction of the map proposed by Foulongne et al. (2003). Verde et al.

(2005) increased the number of SSR and AFLP markers in order to enrich

the map obtained by crossing a (‘P. persica’ × ‘P. ferganensis’) × ‘P. persica

BC1’ progeny developed in previous studies by Quarta et al. (1998, 2000);

Dettori et al. (2001).

Once the maps are constructed, they can be used for the genetic dissec-

tion of quantitative traits of agronomic importance. In this approach, the

positions of QTLs in the genome are determined and their genetic effects

estimated, such as the additive, dominance and other effects in the adopted

model (Toledo et al., 2008).

QTLs for different traits have been mapped in peach. Yamamoto et al.

(2001) mapped sixteen QTLs related to flowering time, ripening time, fruit



dropping time and fruit weight. Fan et al. (2010) identified 20 QTLs associ-

ated with the traits chilling requirement, heat requirement and bloom date

in an F2 population developed from the cross ‘Contender’ × ‘Fla.92-2C’,

contrasting in the trait chilling requirement. Maturity date, external fruit

skin overcolour, juice total soluble solids, titrable acidity and pH were stud-

ied by Eduardo et al. (2011), in an F1 population derived from ‘Bolero’ ×
‘OroA’ and an F2 population of ‘Contender’ × ‘Ambra’; the authors detected

up to two QTLs per trait in each population, with some of the traits being

located in the same region. Pacheco Cruz (2010) identified markers associ-

ated with resistance to brown rot in an F1 population from ‘Contender’ ×
‘Elegant Lady’. Han et al. (2012) identified a marker (Me07Em02) linked

to the locus Cs (flesh colour around the stone) in F1 progenies derived from

‘Chongyanghong’ × ‘Yanhong’. Ogundiwin et al. (2009) determined the ge-

nomic locations of 133 fruit quality candidate genes with an intraspecific

peach population, Pop-DG, and the Prunus reference map, T × E.

Referring to QTLs associated with fruit weight, a two-year study by

Dirlewanger et al. (1999) identified a reproducible QTL in chromosome 6,

by assessing an F2 population from the cross ‘Ferjalou Jalousia’ × ‘Fanta-

sia’. Consistent results were obtained in the same population by Etienne

et al. (2002). Evaluating F2 seedlings from cross ‘Akame’ × ‘Juseito’, Ya-

mamoto et al. (2001) detected three QTLs in linkage group 3 and one QTL in

linkage group 6. Cant́ın et al. (2010) identified QTLs in linkage group 4 in a

population from ‘Venus’ × ‘Big Top’. Consistent with these previous studies,

Eduardo et al. (2011) found stable QTLs on linkage groups 4 and 6 in the F2

population from ‘Contender’ × ‘Ambra’ over two years. One problem with

integrating and comparing data from these studies was linked to the use of

different molecular markers that make comparisons of genetic positions dif-

ficult. However, the recent publication of the peach genome sequence (Arús

et al., 2012) provides a new basis for these comparative approaches allowing

alignment of different genetics maps to the reference sequence.

Most of the above-mentioned maps and the mapped QTLs were obtained



using markers of the type RFLP, AFLP and SSR. These maps are mostly

low-density maps, and QTLs placed on the maps are unable to provide pre-

cise and complete information about the numbers and the locations of the

genes or QTLs controlling the traits (Mart́ınez-Garćıa et al., 2012). However,

the availability of the peach genome along with the ease of data acquisition

by using next generation sequencing has allowed for efficiently identifying a

large number of sequence-based markers such as SNPs. SNP markers have

several advantages for genetic mapping over other molecular markers. SNPs

have fewer detection/evaluation errors than SSRs and can result in greater

precision in QTL mapping (Ball et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011; Mart́ınez-Garćıa

et al., 2012).

Although some studies have already been conducted to detect QTLs as-

sociated with fruit weight, the identification of genes controlling fruit weight

has been one of the goals of breeding programs in peach in recent years, since

consumers are naturally driven to buy an aesthetically homogeneous fruit of

large size, free of physiological and pathological variations (Bertoglio, 2010).

In this context, the aim of the present study is to construct a linkage map

using a SNP genotyping array for peach (9K SNP array v1) and to identify

QTLs associated with fruit weight, using an F2 population from a cross of

two accessions highly contrasting for this trait.

5.2 Material and methods

5.2.1 Plant material

An F2 population of 123 individuals was derived from self-pollination of an

F1 seedling derived from a cross ‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’.

Individuals of the F2 population are located in the experimental field in

Tebano Faluza in Emilia Romagna region, Italy. The population segregates

for maturity date, fruit weight and size, flesh texture and colour, peduncle



length, flower type and colour and tree habit. In the present study, only the

data concerning fruit weight and size were evaluated.

‘NJ Weeping’ is an ornamental peach with small white fruits and late

ripening. ‘Bounty’ is a medium ripening peach variety with large yellow

fruits (more than 160 g).

5.2.2 Total DNA extraction

DNA was extracted from young leaves, using the “DNeasy Plant Mini Kit”

(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For DNA quantifica-

tion, Quant-iT Picogreen (Invitrogen) was used and DNA concentration of

each sample was estimated based on a standard concentration curve. The

final concentrations of all DNA samples were adjusted to 50 ng/µl.

5.2.3 Genotyping

The 123 F2 plants were genotyped by means of the 9K SNP array v1 (Il-

lumina Peach Infinium Chip), developed by the International Peach SNP

Consortium (IPSC), with a total of 8144 SNPs distributed over eight peach

chromosomes (Verde et al., 2012). For linkage analyses, SNPs were initially

selected discarding markers that showed more than 20% missing data. Then,

the polymorphism of the SNPs in relation to the 123 individuals was evalu-

ated. Finally, the SNPs were selected based on the GenTrain scores. Gen-

Train scores correspond to the reliability of SNP detection based on the dis-

tribution of genotype classes and range from 0 to 1. According to Illumina,

the recommended value for maintaining a SNP is a GenTrain score of 0.25

(Fan et al., 2003). However, Esteras et al. (2012) used the GenTrain score

of 0.6 for their SNP-based genetic map of Cucurbita pepo. Thus, the present

study considered only SNP markers with GenTrain scores greater than 0.6.



5.2.4 Analysis of phenotypic characteristics

In order to obtain fruits showing the maximum phenotypic expression, thin-

ning of fruits in all 123 individuals of the F2 population was performed in

spring 2011. At the time of collection (summer 2011), ten fruits per plant

with the greatest weight were assessed by standard scales. Fruit height,

width and depth were measured by a calliper. Fruit height (FH) is the dis-

tance between the apex and the stem cavity of the fruit, fruit width (FWD)

represents the distance between the two sides of the fruit, and fruit depth

(FD) is the distance between the suture line and the opposite side to it.

Genetic parameters for the F2 generation were estimated according to Al-

lard (1960) in the software GENES (Cruz, 2007): phenotypic (σ2
P ), environ-

mental (σ2
E) and genetic variance (σ2

G), where phenotypic variance σ2
P = σ2

F2;

environment variance σ2
E = 1

4
[σ2

P1 + 2σ2
F1 +σ2

P2]; with σ2
P1 being the variance

of the first parent, σ2
P2 the variance of the second parent, σ2

F1 the variance of

F1 and σ2
F2 the variance of F2.

Broad-sense heritability (h2) for the traits FW, FH, FWD and FD was

estimated by the model proposed by Allard (1960): h2 = σ2
G/σ2

P .

Considering the importance that the data follow a normal distribution, a

normality analysis using the Shapiro–Wilk test was performed in the program

PAST (Hammer et al., 2001), which was also used to construct histograms

of frequency distribution.

5.2.5 Construction of the genetic map

The genetic map was build in the software JoinMap v. 3.0 (van Ooijen, 2006),

considering the markers segregating in the F2 progeny. The recombination

threshold value was set to 0.40 and the Kosambi mapping function was used

to convert recombination frequencies into map distances. The linkage groups

were constructed with the option “Create groups using the groupings trees”.

Markers classified by JoinMap as suspect linkage were removed from the map



calculation after review in order to avoid bias in the analysis.

5.2.6 Identification of QTLs

The software MapQTL v. 4.0 (Van Ooijen, 2009) was used for detecting

and mapping QTLs in the ‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’ F2 population. First,

the data were subjected to the random permutation test (with 10,000 repli-

cates) in order to calculate the critical LOD (logarithm of odds) of each QTL.

Then, Interval Mapping (IM) and Multiple QTL Mapping (MQM) were em-

ployed. The detection of QTLs was performed via IM with a 95% significance

(p>0.05) to identify QTLs with significant main effects. Subsequently, the

module MQM was used to detect possible QTLs masked by QTLs identified

by IM. Using the option “automatic cofactor selection” in the MGM strategy,

markers that flank the QTLs identified by IM were detected as cofactors.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Phenotypic traits

The results concerning the phenotypic data and heritability are presented in

tables 5.1 and 5.2. There are considerably contrasting values between the

parents as evidenced by the parental mean values (Table 5.1). ‘NJ Weeping’

revealed low values of weight and fruit dimensions, while ‘Bounty’ was heav-

ier and larger (Fig. 5.1). The divergence between the parents was important

for the study, because it allowed a greater segregation in the F2 breeding

population for the evaluated traits.

The evaluated traits showed heritability coefficients above 80%, indicat-

ing a high contribution of genetic variance in relation to phenotypic variance

(Table 5.2). The highest heritability coefficient was found for fruit weight

(88.62%), while fruit height showed the lowest coefficient (84.51%).



Table 5.1: Average, maximum and minimum values of fruit weight and size
for ‘NJ Weeping’ (P1) and ‘Bounty’ (P2) parents and the F2 population.

Statistical Descriptor Weight (g) Height (mm) Width (mm) Depth (mm)
Mean Value P1 42.47 40.10 38.40 39.60
Maximum Value P1 51.91 42.03 42.30 43.60
Minimum Value P1 34.45 37.10 35.47 36.10
Standart desviation P1 5.47 2.10 2.01 1.96
Mean Value P2 160.02 60.06 60.01 63.30
Maximum Value P2 188.39 67.15 65.67 67.50
Minimum Value P2 139.27 55.20 58.67 60.80
Standart desviation P2 2.15 2.78 1.15 2.25
Mean Value F2 88.59 52.22 52.14 53.14
Maximum Value F2 199.55 69.20 74.20 70.60
Minimum Value F2 32.96 38.80 38.47 38.20
Standar desviation F2 29.45 6.19 6.34 6.16

Figure 5.1: Graphical presentation of the mean values for ‘NJ Weeping’ (P1)
‘Bounty’ (P2), and their F2 progeny; data from Table 5.1

Table 5.2: Estimates of phenotypic (σ2
P ), environmental (σ2

E), genotypic vari-
ance (σ2

G) and broad-sense heritability (h2) of fruit weight and size in the F2
population (‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’).

Trait
Weight (g) Height (mm) Width (mm) Depth (mm)

Phenotypic Variance (σ2
P ) 860.93 38.23 39.94 37.73

Environmental Variance (σ2
E) 97.91 5.91 5.36 4.51

Genetic Variance (σ2
G) 763.02 32.31 34.57 33.21

Broad-sense Heritability (h2) 88.62% 84.51% 86.57% 88.02%



Referring to the normality test of Shapiro–Wilk (Table 5.3), the Ho hy-

pothesis was accepted for all traits indicating that all data have a normal

distribution (Fig. 5.2).

Table 5.3: Shapiro–Wilk test values for the quantitative traits

Traits Shapiro–Wilk test
Weight 0.0918
Height 0.4218
Width 0.3096
Depth 0.9762
Shapiro–Wilk pnormal < 0.05 normal distribution can be rejected.

All correlations were significant at the level of 1% probability (Table 5.4).

The highest correlation was found between FD and FWD with a value of

0.979. The traits related to fruit size were correlated with FW (0.841, 0.950

and 0.940, respectively) demonstrating that heavier fruits have higher values

of height, width and depth, as expected.

5.3.2 Linkage mapping

After SNP filtering, a total of 2,390 markers that segregated in the F2 pop-

ulation were obtained. Finally, 877 SNP markers were used to construct a

genetic map. The reduction is due to the elimination of some markers, which,

due to high recombination frequencies, showed a tendency to broaden the ge-

netic distance and were then classified as suspect linkage by JoinMap; other

markers were eliminated because they were found in the same loci. The 877

Table 5.4: Correlation values for fruit weight and size.

Fruit Weight Fruit Height Fruit Width Fruit Depth
Fruit Weight 1
Fruit Height 0.841** 1
Fruit Width 0.950** 0.891** 1
Fruit Depth 0.940** 0.892** 0.979** 1
**: Significant at 1% probability by t-test



Figure 5.2: Frequency distribution of fruit weight, fruit height, fruit width
and fruit depth in the F2 population (‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’)

markers were distributed in eight linkage groups, which correspond to the

eight chromosomes of the peach genome, with a total coverage of 541.06 cM

and an average distance between markers of 0.61 cM. Thus, the map features

a high density of markers (Fig. 5.3)

In almost all linkage groups, the total number of markers was above 100,

with the exception of linkage groups 2 and 5, which showed a total number of

51 and 91 markers, respectively. The highest numbers were found in linkage

groups 1 and 4, with 180 and 121 markers, respectively.

The size of the linkage groups ranged from 108.69 cM in linkage group

1 to 56.03 cM in linkage group 2. The other linkage groups 3 to 8 spanned

61.34 cM, 66.55 cM, 61.80 cM, 60.71 cM, 64.40 cM and 61.57 cM, respectively.

The genetic distance between pairs of adjacent markers varied from 0.004

to 7.446 cM for SNP IGA 79719 and SNP IGA 79809 in linkage group 1 and



SNP 2 22274363 and SNP IGA 286418 in linkage group 2, in concordance

with the study by Mart́ınez-Garćıa et al. (2012) who constructed an SNP

map and found the largest genetic distance between pairs of adjacent mark-

ers in the linkage group 2. Large areas without marker coverage were not

observed.

According to the χ2 test, the following markers showed segregation distor-

tion: SNP IGA 65694, SNP IGA 66456, SNP IGA 67620. Markers

SNP IGA 69306, SNP IGA 79719, SNP IGA 79809, SNP IGA 80547,

SNP IGA 82861, SNP IGA 83053, SNP IGA 84580 were significant at the

level p<0.05, while SNP IGA 78367 and SNP IGA 79455 at p<0.01. How-

ever, these markers were not removed from the analysis, given that the

method for the construction of linkage groups adopted by the JoinMap soft-

ware is based on the independence of the LOD score which is not affected by

the distortion of segregation (van Ooijen, 2006; Pacheco Cruz, 2010; Alheit

et al., 2011).

5.3.3 Analysis of QTLs

The values of critical LOD (threshold) obtained by permutation test were

3.5, 3.6, 3.5 and 3.6 for FW, FH, FWD, FD, respectively. The numbers of

cofactors for each trait were 8, 6, 10, and 10, respectively.

QTLs associated with these traits were identified in almost all linkage

group, with the exception of linkage group 8 (Table 5.5).

A total of eight QTLs were mapped for fruit weight, accounting for 54%

of the phenotypic variation observed. For this trait, QTLs were mapped

in linkage groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7. The QTL associated with marker

SNP IGA 669440, located in linkage group 6, showed the highest LOD score

with a value 10.98 (10.9% of the phenotypic variation observed). When con-

sidering this marker, the fruits of individuals with genotype AA, weighted

on average 78.00 g, individuals with a heterozygous genotype (AB) 97.80 g



Figure 5.3: Genetic linkage mapping of eight chromosomes in the F2 pop-

ulation ‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’, using 877 SNP markers; positions and

distances between markers were calculated by means of the Kosambi func-

tion.



and those with the genotype BB 109.41 g (Table 5.6).

For fruit height, QTLs were identified in linkage groups 1, 2, 3, 4 and

7. Of the six QTLs mapped, two were identified in linkage group 1, which

together explained 18.8% of the observed phenotypic variance. However, the

QTL associated with marker SNP IGA 776826 in linkage group 7 explained

the highest percentage of the phenotypic variation (20.9%). The observed

LOD score values varied from 15.23 to 3.51, while the coefficient of determi-

nation of all QTLs was 62.10% overall.

For fruit width, the ten mapped QTLs explained 55.7% of the observed

phenotypic variance. The markers SNP IGA 678798, SNP IGA 776826 and

SNP IGA 32535 in linkage groups 6, 7 and 1 were associated with QTLs with

larger effects and explained 12.1%, 7.5% and 7.0% of the observed phenotypic

variance with LOD scores of 14.35, 9.85 and 9.31, respectively. Considering

the marker with the greatest effect on fruit width, individuals with genotype

AA showed an estimated average of 47.70 mm, individuals with genotype BB

54.92 mm and heterozygous individuals (AB) 50.80 mm (Table 5.6).

Ten QTLs were detected for fruit depth. LOD scores ranged from 4.31

to 14.43, the latter was attributed to marker SNP IGA 678798, located in

linkage group 6, (explaining 12.3% of the phenotypic variance). The QTLs

observed for this trait were the same as observed for fruit width, differing

in the LOD scores and the percentage of phenotypic variance explained for

both additive and dominance effects.

5.4 Discussion

Although linkage maps were previously constructed with the aim to map

QTLs associated with fruit weight and size in peach, the development of the

map of the F2 population from ‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’ provides an impor-

tant tool for genetic analysis, considering that parents are highly contrasting

for this trait.



Table 5.5: Linkage group locations, positions, markers and variations ex-
plained (%) by the QTLs which control fruit weight and size in the ‘NJ
Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’ F2 population.

QTLs LG Position Nearest markers LOD % Expl.
Fruit Weight 6 30.305 SNP IGA 669440 10.98 10.9

7 40.44 SNP IGA 778002 9.63 9.2
4 41.84 SNP IGA 410794 8.59 8.1
1 100.38 SNP IGA 136096 6.22 5.6
2 24.126 SNP IGA 263828 5.93 5.3
7 6.602 SNP IGA 713270 5.3 4.7
1 32.709 SNP IGA 32535 4.77 4.2
3 48.992 SNP IGA 356179 4.6 4

Fruit Height 7 39.621 SNP IGA 776826 15.23 20.9
1 100.38 SNP IGA 136096 11.09 14
2 13.751 SNP IGA 245946 10.59 13.2
4 64.092 SNP IGA 513616 4.92 5.4
1 31.474 SNP IGA 31108 4.42 4.8
3 48.583 SNP IGA 355590 3.51 3.8

Fruit Width 6 36.911 SNP IGA 678798 14.35 12.1
7 39.621 SNP IGA 776826 9.85 7.5
1 32.709 SNP IGA 32535 9.31 7
1 100.38 SNP IGA 136096 8 5.9
4 64.092 SNP IGA 513616 7.28 5.3
2 14.986 SNP IGA 249273 7 5
4 33.126 SNP IGA 404899 6.81 4.9
5 12.333 SNP IGA 574551 4.1 2.8
3 48.583 SNP IGA 354802 3.95 2.7
7 6.602 SNP IGA 713524 3.77 2.5

Fruit Depth 6 36.911 SNP IGA 678798 14.43 12.3
1 32.709 SNP IGA 32535 9.96 7.7
7 39.621 SNP IGA 776826 9.27 7.1
2 14.986 SNP IGA 249273 7.99 6
1 100.38 SNP IGA 136096 7.4 5.5
4 64.092 SNP IGA 513616 7.11 5.2
4 33.126 SNP IGA 404899 4.72 3.3
5 12.333 SNP IGA 574551 4.46 3.1
3 48.583 SNP IGA 354802 4.31 3
7 6.602 SNP IGA 713524 4.33 3



Table 5.6: Linkage group locations, positions, markers, explained variations
(%), estimated mean associated with individuals “AA”, “AB” and “BB” and
additive and dominant effects for QTLs which control fruit weight, analysed
in 2011 in the ‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’ F2 population.

QTLs LG Nearest markers % Expl. mu AA mu AB mu BB Additive Dominance
FW 6 SNP IGA 669440 10.9 78.70 97.84 109.41 -15.36 3.78

7 SNP IGA 778002 9.2 77.68 98.37 110.43 -16.37 4.31
4 SNP IGA 410794 8.1 66.00 94.07 122.11 -28.06 0.01
1 SNP IGA 136096 5.6 83.38 94.94 104.73 -10.67 0.88
2 SNP IGA 263828 5.3 83.44 97.12 104.67 -10.61 3.07
7 SNP IGA 713270 4.7 87.55 80.51 100.57 -6.51 -13.55
1 SNP IGA 32535 4.2 86.16 87.25 101.95 -7.89 -6.81
3 SNP IGA 356179 4 84.52 91.90 103.59 -9.53 -2.16

FH 7 SNP IGA 776826 20.9 46.78 50.88 55.32 -4.27 -0.17
1 SNP IGA 136096 14 47.72 52.24 54.37 -3.33 1.19
2 SNP IGA 245946 13.2 47.72 50.02 54.38 -3.33 -1.03
4 SNP IGA 513616 5.4 48.55 52.75 53.54 -2.49 1.70
1 SNP IGA 31108 4.8 49.05 50.09 53.05 -2.00 -0.96
3 SNP IGA 355590 3.8 49.12 50.60 52.98 -1.93 -0.45

FWD 6 SNP IGA 678798 12.1 47.71 50.81 54.92 -3.61 -0.51
7 SNP IGA 776826 7.5 48.05 52.45 54.59 -3.27 1.14
1 SNP IGA 32535 7 48.76 50.09 53.87 -2.56 -1.22
1 SNP IGA 136096 5.9 49.17 52.73 53.46 -2.14 1.41
4 SNP IGA 513616 5.3 48.46 52.10 54.18 -2.86 0.78
2 SNP IGA 249273 5 49.12 50.71 53.52 -2.20 -0.61
4 SNP IGA 404899 4.9 48.00 51.58 54.63 -3.31 0.26
5 SNP IGA 574551 2.8 49.97 53.14 52.66 -1.34 1.82
3 SNP IGA 354802 2.7 49.55 51.08 53.08 -1.77 -0.24
7 SNP IGA 713524 2.5 49.78 49.69 52.85 -1.53 -1.63

FD 6 SNP IGA 678798 12.3 48.46 51.78 55.60 -3.57 -0.25
1 SNP IGA 32535 7.7 49.33 51.10 54.73 -2.70 -0.94
7 SNP IGA 776826 7.1 48.94 52.87 55.12 -3.09 0.84
2 SNP IGA 249273 6 49.74 51.20 54.32 -2.29 -0.83
1 SNP IGA 136096 5.5 50.20 53.80 53.86 -1.83 1.77
4 SNP IGA 513616 5.2 49.29 53.13 54.77 -2.74 1.10
4 SNP IGA 404899 3.3 49.38 52.23 54.68 -2.65 0.20
5 SNP IGA 574551 3.1 50.49 53.56 53.57 -1.54 1.53
3 SNP IGA 354802 3 50.20 51.93 53.86 -1.83 -0.10
7 SNP IGA 713524 3 50.32 50.45 53.74 -1.71 -1.58



The results from the phenotypic analysis of the F2 population revealed a

normal distribution for all examined traits. The high heritability coefficients

(above 80%) demonstrate the great influence of the genetic variance on the

observed phenotypic variance. When the trait has a low heritability, the ac-

curacy and the detection power of QTLs may be reduced (Wu, 1999). On the

other hand, when the heritability coefficients are high, such as those observed

in this study, the QTLs explained more phenotypic variation (Li et al., 2010).

The use of the peach 9K SNP array V1 (Verde et al., 2012), developed by

the International Peach SNP Consortium (IPSC), provided a large number

of high quality SNPs for construction of a dense genetic map. It was however

necessary to carry out a filtering step to discard SNPs with low GenTrain

or GenCall scores. Myles et al. (2011); Mahanil et al. (2012) recommended

the elimination of SNPs with GenTrain scores <0.3 or GenCall scores <0.2.

These authors also suggest discarding individuals or SNPs with 20 % or more

missing data. Considering the abundance of SNPs deriving from genotyping

with the 9K SNP chip, in the present study, SNPs with GenTrain scores <0.6

were discarded in order to select high quality SNPs only. The 9K SNP array

v1 (Verde et al., 2012) allowed the construction of a highly saturated map,

with average distances between markers of 0.61 cM, providing an ideal basis

for mapping of QTLs. (Mart́ınez-Garćıa et al., 2012) obtained similar results,

constructing a consensus SNPs map in peach, derived from ‘Dr. Davis’ ×
‘Georgia Belle’ and ‘Dr. Davis’ × ‘F8,1-42’ with 588 SNPs covering 454.80

cM and an average density of 0.81 cM/marker. Myles et al. (2010) evaluated

the efficiency of this technology using the Vitis9KSNP platform developed

for grapevine. According to their results, Vitis9KSNP offers sufficient res-

olution to distinguish among V. vinifera cultivars, between V. vinifera and

wild Vitis species, and even among diverse wild Vitis species.

Another advantage of the peach 9K SNP array v1 is the short time for

genotyping compared to other methods. While it was possible to obtain data

from 8,144 SNP markers in few months, it would take years to identify SSR



or AFLP markers that were polymorphic and allowed the construction of a

map with the same density of markers as observed in this study.

All traits presented high and significant correlation coefficients. This is

an expected result, since fruits with higher weight usually have a larger size

as well. Correlating the data on fruit weight and size, Zhang et al. (2010)

noted that these traits are highly correlated in sweet cherry as well.

The high correlation coefficients were confirmed in the QTL analysis,

where it was possible to observe coincident QTL between correlated traits.

This was the case for traits fruit width and fruit depth (showing a highly

significant positive correlation 0.979). QTLs associated with FWD are asso-

ciated also with FD. In peach, overlapping QTLs associated with FDW and

FD were also reported in the study by Cant́ın et al. (2010) in linkage group

4. Also, Santos et al. (2010) identified QTL clusters for size and weight in

linkage groups F4 and M11 in cashew apple.

QTLs associated with fruit weight were identified in linkage groups 1,

2, 3, 4, 6 and 7, whereby linkage group 6 explained most of the observed

phenotypic variance. Dirlewanger et al. (1999) have mapped a QTL on chro-

mosome 6 after two years of assessment. Similarly, Yamamoto et al. (2001)

identified QTLs associated with this trait in linkage group 6. Eduardo et al.

(2011) found stable QTLs over two years of evaluation in the same linkage

group.

The QTL identified on linkage group 2, which explains about 5.3% of the

observed phenotypic variance, corresponds to the same region where QTLs

for fruit weight have been mapped in sweet cherry (Zhang et al., 2010; Cabr-

era, 2011).

Mapping of QTLs in linkage group 3 is also consistent with results from

Yamamoto et al. (2001). In the present study, a QTL in the same link-

age group was identified, between markers SNP IGA 355590 (48.58 cM) and



SNP IGA 356179 (48.92 cM). According to Illa et al. (2010), putative candi-

date genes involved in fruit growth and maturity exist in this region in peach.

Referring to the traits involved in fruit size (height, width and depth),

a QTL identified in linkage group 4, in the interval between the markers

SNP IGA 402569 (30.21 cM) and SNP IGA 404899 (33.13 cM) for the trait

fruit width, corresponds to a similar QTL identified for the same traits in

the study conducted by Quilot et al. (2004).

In the case of marker SNP IGA 713270, the increasing allele (allele as-

sociated with increased values of the traits) was recessive, in contrast with

marker SNP IGA 574551 for which the increasing allele was dominant.

In terms of the possibility to genetically dissect and manipulate FW in

peach, the obtained results are encouraging. In order to confirm the stability

of the QTLs, phenotypic evaluations will be repeated and the results will be

compared to those from previous studies. This Meta-QTL analysis will be

helpful in identifying QTLs/markers that are stable across different crosses

and may be used in MAS programmes.



Chapter 6

Preliminary study of

association mapping in traits

associated with peach fruits

6.1 Introduction

Since the cost of sequencing and genotyping technologies is decreasing, asso-

ciation mapping or linkage disequilibrium mapping is emerging as a powerful

tool for identifying QTLs (Zhao et al., 2007).

Association mapping allows exploring the natural diversity based on exist-

ing cultivars without the need to develop new mapping populations. Further-

more, it allows studying recombination events of the ancestors considering

the main alleles present in the population under evaluation in the identifi-

cation of significant associations between marker and phenotype (Zhu et al.,

2008; Simko and Hu, 2008; Pasam et al., 2012). Other advantages are the

high probability of obtaining high-resolution maps and the possibility of using

previous phenotypic data (Abdurakhmonov and Abdukarimov, 2008). How-

ever, the biggest drawback is related to possible false positive associations

that occur due to the genetic structure of the populations in some germplasm

sets (Stich et al., 2008; Ersoz et al., 2009).
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Population structure, i.e. the presence of subgroups, occurs naturally. When

a particular trait of interest is more prevalent in one subpopulation than in

others, the trait will be associated with any marker allele that is in high

frequency in this subpopulation (Ewens and Spielman, 1995; Lander and

Schork, 1994; Pritchard and Rosenberg, 1999; Simko and Hu, 2008). For this

reason, it is crucial to understand the genetic structure of the population in

order to avoid false positive associations between markers and genes affecting

the trait. To avoid this problem, population structure can be assessed with

marker information from genetic markers and the results are incorporated

in the analysis of association as a correction factor (Pritchard et al., 2000a;

Sakiroglu, 2009; Myles et al., 2009; Lopes, 2011).

Several statistical approaches have been developed to consider the popu-

lation structure and levels of relatedness between individuals, thereby avoid-

ing false positive associations (Zhu et al., 2008; Souza, 2011). Among these

methods, cluster analysis based on Bayesian statistics estimated using the

software Structure (Pritchard et al., 2000a), in which these results are incor-

porated in further statistical analysis through the matrix Q, is widely used

(Pritchard and Rosenberg, 1999; Pritchard et al., 2000a; Falush et al., 2003;

Zhu et al., 2008). Mixed Linear Model (MLM) considers the estimates of

the population structure and multiple levels of relatedness and incorporates

these factors in the analysis through the matrix of population effects (Q) and

the kinship matrix (K) (Yu et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2010; Souza, 2011).

Association mapping has been used as an alternative approach to QTL

analysis on biparental populations with the objective of detecting associa-

tions between markers and phenotypic traits of agronomic importance. This

approach has shown good results in various crops. In soybean, Li et al.

(2011) identified a total of 21 SSR markers associated with high oil content,

high protein content, drought tolerance, soybean cyst nematode resistance

and soybean mosaic virus resistance. In rice, a total of 25 marker-trait as-

sociations were identified, seventeen being in regions where QTLs associated

with the given trait had previously been reported (Agrama et al., 2007).



In barley, Pasam et al. (2012) identified 107 QTLs associated with heading

date, plant height, thousand grain weight, starch content and crude protein

content. Reif et al. (2011) mapped QTLs for the traits sedimentation vol-

ume and test weight in wheat. In alfalfa, one SSR and one SNP associated

with biomass yield were reported in the study conducted by Sakiroglu (2009).

In peach, Aranzana et al. (2010) evaluated the genetic structure of the

population and linkage disequilibrium in 224 cultivars. The results showed

high linkage disequilibrium suggesting that association mapping can be used

for dissection of traits of agronomic importance in this species. Evaluating

104 peach landrace accessions from six Chinese geographical regions, Cao

et al. (2012) identified significant associations for flesh colour around the

stone, red pigment in the flesh, flesh texture, flesh adhesion, flesh firmness,

fruit weight, chilling requirement, flowering time, ripening time, and fruit

development period. Markers associated with all traits were identified, many

of which were located in regions where QTLs had previously been identi-

fied by Yamamoto et al. (2001); Wang et al. (2010); Peace et al. (2005); Illa

et al. (2010); Abbott et al. (1997). However, the limited number of markers

considered in the study by Cao et al. (2012) (53 SSRs) strongly limits the

possibility of dissecting the traits of interest.

To overcome these limitations, in the present work, we chose a high-

throughput genotyping platform to increase marker density and ensure better

coverage of the genome for QTL detection. In order to detect associations be-

tween SNP markers and traits related to fruit weight and size, a preliminary

study of association mapping was conducted, using the general linear model

(GLM), on a set of 70 peach accessions from the ‘MAS.PES’ programme,

selected for their genetic diversity and contrasting FW values. The 9K SNP

array v1 (Verde et al., 2012) was used to assess the population structure and

to conduct association mapping in order to detect associations between SNP

markers and fruit weight and size.



Table 6.1: Peach accessions selected for the diversity panel in the association
analysis.

Accessions
194RXXIII43 Forli 1 Romagna Red
391 C12 XXXIV 86 Harrow Blood Rosa Dardi
A15 Honey Blaze Royal Estate
A219 IF 691 Royal Jim
Aliblanca IFF 331 S5898:128
Alicecol Ionia S6699
Alipersié Iskra Siberian C
Alma June Princess Stark Red Gold
Angelo Marzocchella Kaweah Tardigold
Antony Kevina Vista Rich
Autumn Grand KV930455 Zao Xia Lu
Azurite Maycrest Zee Diamond
Big Top Mayfire Zee Lady
Blushing Star Merril Gem Free Soleada
Bolero Nadia Rasciadente Bianca
Bordó Nectagrand Rasciadente Gialla
Capucci 18 NJ 307 Bounty
Chimarrita NJC113 Pieri 81
Dolores NJ Weeping Hardired
Early Top Tardiva Spadoni Helena Cling
Early Zee Rich Lady OroA
Elbertita Rising Star Contender
Elegant Lady Romagna 3000
Fei Cheng Bai Li Romagna Bright

6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 Plant material

The diversity panel consisted of 70 accessions (Table 6.1) obtained from the

germplasm collection of the ‘MAS.PES’ program, located in Imola (BO).

The accessions were selected based on traits of interest and also based on the

study of genetic diversity conducted in chapter 4, prioritizing contrasting

individuals relating to fruit weight and size and also selecting individuals

from different groups. The accessions were planted with a spacing of 1 m

within and 4 m between rows with a total of three trees for each accession.



6.2.2 Total DNA extraction, genotyping and analysis

of phenotypic traits

In order for fruits to express their phenotypic potential, fruit thinning was

carried out for the 70 accessions. DNA extraction, genotyping and pheno-

typic analysis of the traits fruit weight, height, width and depth were per-

formed according to the methodology described in chapter 5. Data normality

was evaluated with the Shapiro–Wilk test in the software PAST (Hammer

et al., 2001).

6.2.3 Analysis of diversity and population structure

A “neighbour-joining” phylogenetic analysis was conducted using 400 SNPs

in the software Darwin, estimating statistical support for phylogenetic group-

ings with the “bootstrap” method (1000 replications).

The analysis of population structure was conducted with the software

Structure (Pritchard et al., 2000a), based on Bayesian statistics using the

same 400 SNP markers as in the phyologenetic analysis. The “admixture

model” was adopted as ancestry model and correlated allele frequencies were

used to analyse the data set. No preliminary information on the number

of cluster was considered. The proportion of ancestry of each accession was

tested considering a K number of 1 to 10, with 5 iterations for each K value.

The settings for the length of the burn-in period and MCMC (Markov Chain

Monte Carlo) were 20,000 and 200,000, respectively. To determine the K

number, the model Delta K, as established by Evanno et al. (2005) was

adopted by means of Structure harvest (Earl and vonHoldt, 2012).

6.2.4 Linkage disequilibrium

The squared allele-frequency correlation r2, was calculated for all possible

combinations of alleles to estimate the extent of linkage disequilibrium (LD)

in the peach accessions, using the software TASSEL 2.01 (Bradbury et al.,

2007). The weighted average of r2 values was obtained by further weighting



the corresponding allele frequencies.

The significance of pairwise LD (p-value) among all possible pairs was

also evaluated by TASSEL with the rapid permutation test.

The 95th percentile of this approximate normal distribution was assumed

as the threshold of the r2 value to declare the presence of LD among molecular

markers (Breseghello and Sorrells, 2006).

6.2.5 Analysis of association

The associations between markers and phenotypic data were calculated with

the software TASSEL applying the general linear model (GLM). The matrix

Q of the effects of the population was incorporated into this model. This ma-

trix was incorporated into the analysis of association as a correction factor in

order to avoid false positive associations, as recommended by Pritchard et al.

(2000b); Yu et al. (2006); Myles et al. (2009); Lopes (2011); Souza (2011);

Sakiroglu et al. (2012).

To determine the positive associations, the methodology based on the

study of Pasam et al. (2012), who adopted an arbitrary threshold P-value

of 0.03, was used for all traits. In the present study, a threshold P-value of

0.001 was chosen.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Phenotypic analysis

According to the results obtained by the Shapiro–Wilk normality tests, all

traits follow a normal distribution (Table 6.2). Histograms with the fre-

quency distributions of the traits fruit weight, height, width and depth are

shown in Fig. 6.1.



Table 6.2: Shapiro–Wilk test statistic values for the quantitative traits

Fruit Trait Shapiro–Wilk (pnormal)
Weight 0.4025
Height 0.4718
Width 0.3071
Depth 0.1199
Shapiro–Wilk pnormal < 0.05 normal distribution can be rejected.

The average values of the traits fruit weight, height width and depth are

shown in Table 6.3. The accession ‘NJ Weeping’ exhibited the smallest fruit

weight (42.4 g), while the accession with the highest weight was ‘Chimarrita’

(288.6 g). The accession ‘Oro A’ had the lowest fruit height with an average

of 37.9 mm. ‘Nadia’ had the highest fruit height (75.73 mm) and also the

highest fruit width. Concerning fruit depth, the highest value was observed

in ‘Bolero’ and the smallest fruit width and depth were found in ‘NJ Weep-

ing’.

Figure 6.1: Frequency distribution of fruit weight (FW), height (FH), width

(FWD) and depth (FD) in 70 accessions of peach (year 2011).

The correlation coefficients were highly significant and positive for all

traits (Table 6.4). The highest correlation coefficient was observed between

traits fruit width and fruit depth (0.974). These high correlation coefficients



Table 6.3: Fruit weight (FW), height (FH), width (FWD) and depth (FD)
of the 70 peach accessions evaluated in year 2011.

Accessions FW Std FH Std FWD Std FD Std
194RXXIII43 184.29 9.53 70.22 2.21 73.72 2.55 67.58 2.22
391 C12 XXXIV 86 168.11 10.94 59.28 2.26 65.81 1.14 67.25 1.85
A15 84.58 4.93 47.00 4.97 48.44 5.43 46.33 3.46
A219 92.25 20.10 52.31 4.41 52.03 5.06 52.61 4.86
Aliblanca 202.78 18.89 69.42 2.71 73.29 2.63 71.78 2.14
Alicecol 166.66 9.68 63.69 2.63 66.22 3.65 64.39 2.17
Alipersié 113.72 11.88 56.83 2.01 58.53 2.01 58.03 2.39
Alma 177.74 27.43 64.03 4.50 67.31 3.99 66.56 3.62
Ang, Marzocchella 126.13 10.98 53.67 2.22 60.19 2.05 56.64 2.06
Antony 174.29 10.66 65.36 2.05 66.53 1.57 66.94 2.78
Autumn Grand 78.82 11.86 50.31 2.72 51.35 2.32 51.96 3.59
Azurite 173.15 12.91 63.92 2.34 69.25 2.09 69.58 2.17
Big Top 177.24 9.86 68.58 2.11 68.75 2.05 65.39 1.88
Blushing Star 101.38 5.39 54.61 1.33 56.56 1.64 58.86 1.19
Bolero 241.69 25.44 74.84 2.93 77.78 3.28 78.80 3.11
Bordó 138.85 5.39 56.56 2.66 61.83 1.96 58.69 1.61
Capucci 18 231.35 28.68 64.89 3.82 72.14 3.68 72.11 4.66
Chimarrita 288.62 25.56 67.81 2.30 79.11 4.76 76.58 4.61
Dolores 106.94 11.50 50.83 2.60 55.03 1.48 54.67 2.60
Early Top 142.96 25.66 55.94 1.37 59.83 2.98 56.58 3.06
Early Zee 175.10 13.75 63.08 2.68 63.86 1.87 64.67 1.26
Elbertita 168.67 30.19 72.63 3.59 63.99 4.84 67.68 3.97
Elegant Lady 223.61 20.04 68.53 2.11 71.92 2.90 70.94 2.23
Fei Cheng Bai Li 276.94 34.61 71.36 3.62 77.94 4.45 72.33 3.25
Forli 1 99.58 5.95 50.92 2.09 56.00 1.87 54.56 2.21
Harrow Blood 50.55 5.42 40.32 1.59 42.22 1.91 41.61 1.72
Honey Blaze 154.44 16.72 61.33 3.30 64.14 3.22 63.67 2.99
IF 691 195.47 17.85 65.83 2.90 71.64 3.09 71.36 3.68
IFF 331 124.11 12.42 57.89 2.42 59.06 2.36 58.75 2.50
Ionia 151.83 12.14 61.00 3.09 64.11 3.90 61.78 3.15
Iskra 107.92 5.97 56.14 1.13 57.64 2.17 56.58 0.84
June Princess 110.65 16.31 58.56 3.84 55.33 3.93 55.78 3.56
Kaweah 137.01 21.63 58.02 2.27 64.44 3.93 66.60 3.17
Kevina 128.15 10.06 56.36 2.26 64.82 1.85 61.44 2.08
KV930455 111.73 10.51 54.17 2.75 57.50 2.50 57.58 2.17
Maycrest 169.44 12.04 59.11 2.51 70.64 4.79 63.69 2.12
Mayfire 109.16 13.93 53.00 1.51 55.56 2.89 55.00 3.60
Merril Gem Free 125.19 9.31 59.58 1.72 60.78 1.90 59.28 2.28
Nadia 269.18 20.14 75.73 4.26 82.39 3.27 77.91 2.91
Nectagrand 158.76 11.35 58.00 1.94 65.75 2.21 63.25 2.67
NJ 307 185.10 15.19 63.44 1.96 67.36 1.93 65.47 2.32
NJC113 96.33 9.62 53.78 3.21 52.17 3.05 53.42 2.59
NJ Weeping 42.93 5.97 40.19 2.02 38.56 2.01 39.75 1.96
Tardiva Spadoni 65.69 7.46 47.31 1.68 44.75 1.94 47.78 2.29
Rich Lady 161.01 10.52 57.50 2.00 64.33 2.31 64.72 1.94
Rising Star 104.36 8.06 56.72 1.05 56.92 2.65 58.47 1.42
Romagna 3000 158.38 13.11 62.82 2.07 65.00 2.36 66.69 2.92
Romagna Bright 221.44 16.94 68.14 2.71 72.28 2.59 72.75 3.17
Romagna Red 160.01 8.41 64.28 2.09 65.36 2.61 65.64 1.83
Rosa Dardi 199.02 29.30 61.03 6.35 71.28 4.92 68.11 2.62
Royal Estate 242.70 22.37 70.84 2.38 79.09 2.52 73.28 3.22
Royal Jim 142.14 12.68 60.55 2.61 67.74 2.26 63.55 2.45
S5898:128 61.05 6.48 47.94 2.57 44.61 2.41 45.47 2.26
S6699 93.77 14.70 53.47 2.73 50.50 2.46 50.75 2.31
Siberian C 75.39 7.50 47.64 2.66 45.75 1.81 48.22 1.89
Stark Red Gold 178.74 17.44 63.97 2.40 65.31 2.75 64.42 2.22
Tardigold 101.32 6.65 55.75 1.68 56.71 1.65 56.41 1.24
Vista Rich 188.62 19.73 67.81 1.94 71.25 3.63 71.25 3.03
Zao Xia Lu 89.86 9.67 55.11 2.11 53.36 3.43 54.58 3.53
Zee Diamond 133.62 12.43 62.36 2.72 61.22 2.90 59.72 2.11
Zee Lady 170.83 18.58 61.36 3.04 63.61 3.20 66.31 2.29
Soleada 219.74 15.34 65.06 2.40 71.72 1.90 72.00 1.93
Rasc, Bianca 58.26 5.81 45.31 1.12 46.86 1.64 46.15 2.17
Rasc, Gialla 52.64 5.08 42.89 1.22 45.97 2.17 46.52 2.53
Bounty 179.57 2.15 60.06 2.78 60.01 1.15 63.30 2.25
Pieri 81 221.24 13.34 66.06 2.16 70.83 2.85 69.81 2.17
Hardired 131.19 6.49 55.06 2.76 58.75 1.33 57.56 0.84
Helena Cling 190.52 14.49 61.97 2.16 67.19 1.66 66.61 2.59
OroA 49.97 5.18 37.86 2.86 43.89 3.16 40.83 3.49
Contender 221.26 14.18 65.47 2.50 71.33 1.95 70.78 3.35



Table 6.4: Correlation values for fruit weight and size.

Weight Height Width Depth
Weight 1
Height 0.909** 1
Width 0.961** 0.932** 1
Depth 0.950** 0.949** 0.974** 1
**: Significant at 1% probability in t-test

were also observed in chapter 5 in which the same traits in the F2 population

from crossing ‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’ were evaluated.

6.3.2 Genotyping

The Peach 9K Infinium SNP Chip containing a total of 8144 SNPs was used

to genotype the 70 accessions. After SNP filtering, which excluded markers

with 10% missing data and those with Genetrain values smaller than 0.6, a

total of 5102 markers segregated for these accessions. Of these, 400 SNPs

(50 markers per chromosome) were used to construct the phylogenetic tree

and for studies of population structure. In total, 4702 markers were used in

the analysis of association between markers and phenotypic data.

6.3.3 Analysis of genetic diversity and population struc-

ture

A preliminary analysis of genetic diversity using 400 SNP markers was con-

ducted based on genetic dissimilarity in the Darwin software (Fig. 6.2). The

formation of two groups with high bootstrap values of up to 100% and 94%

cophenetic correlation was observed. The cophenetic correlation (a statis-

tical method used to increase the reliability of results obtained in dendro-

grams, (Kopp et al., 2007) was 94% revealing a high fit between the graphical

representation of the genetic distance and the matrix of calculated genetic

distance.



Figure 6.2: Phylogenetic tree of 70 peach accessions obtained by 400 SNP

markers; the tree was constructed using neighbour joining and simple match-

ing coefficient.

In order to detect the effects of the population structure and to correct

these effects in association analysis, the Bayesian method in the software

Structure was used. The determination of the exact number of clusters or

subpopulations (K) with the method DeltaK as developed by Evanno et al.

(2005) showed two clusters (Fig. 6.3).

The distribution of accessions in the two clusters as well as the shared

ancestry of each individual can be seen in Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.3: Number of clusters (K) in 70 peach accessions obtained by the
method of Evanno et al. (2005)



Figure 6.4: Graph of the ancestry of 70 peach accessions from the germplasm

collection; values were obtained by the software Structure.

A large part of the accessions exhibit a fraction of its ancestry in the

other cluster and most of the ancestry was observed in the cluster in which

it had been classified. The values of ancestry membership for each accession

are shown in Table 6.5.

Cluster 1 consisted of 44 accessions, which mostly showed ancestry values

above 0.65 (Table 3). Some accessions such as ‘391C12XXXIV86’ and ‘A15’

showed high admixture values between the clusters 1 and 2, 0.5364 and 0.4636

and 0.5012 and 0.4988, respectively. In such a situation, some authors suggest

a minimum value of ancestry to classify an individual in a specific cluster, and

when a specific accession does not reach this minimum value, it is classified as

hybrid (Lopes, 2011). The same was observed in cluster 2 with the accessions

‘Alice Col’, ‘Harrow Blood’, ‘Nectagrand’ and ‘Capucci 18’.

6.3.4 Linkage disequilibrium

The analysis with the software TASSEL, using 4,702 SNP markers, lead to a

total of 233,826 SNP pairs considering all accessions. For all chromosomes,

the maximum, minimum and medium values of r2, D′ and p values were

calculated (Table 6.6). The chromosomes 2, 5 and 7 showed r2 values higher

than 0.6. The largest maximum value of r2 (0.81) was observed on chromo-

some 7, while the lowest observed maximum values of r2 (0.49) were found on

chromosomes 6 and 8. Although chromosome 7 showed the highest r2 value,

the highest average value was observed in chromosome 5 (0.05). The lowest p



Table 6.5: Mean ancestry values for the two genetic clusters (software Struc-
ture).

Accessions K1 K2 Cl. Accessions K1 K2 Cl.
194RXXIII43 0.5598 0.4402 1 ROMAGNA BRIGHT 0.996 0.004 1
391 C12 XXXIV 86 0.5364 0.4636 1 ROMAGNA RED 0.7976 0.2024 1
A15 0.5012 0.4988 1 ROYAL JIM 0.6986 0.3014 1
ALIBLANCA 0.979 0.021 1 SOLEADA 0.634 0.366 1

ALIPERSIÉ 0.8808 0.1192 1 STARK RED GOLD 0.996 0.004 1
ALMA 0.7594 0.2406 1 TARDIGOLD 0.9958 0.0042 1
ANTONY 0.996 0.004 1 VISTA RICH 0.9924 0.0076 1
AUTUMN GRAND 0.9732 0.0268 1 ZEE DIAMOND 0.9726 0.0274 1
AZURITE 0.9936 0.0064 1 ZEE LADY 0.9896 0.0104 1
BIG TOP 0.85 0.15 1 S6699 0.476 0.524 2
BLUSHING STAR 0.6534 0.3466 1 A219 0.1648 0.8352 2
BOLERO 0.8214 0.1786 1 ALICECOL 0.4972 0.5028 2

BORDÓ 0.8432 0.1568 1 ANGELO MARZOCCHELLA 0.008 0.992 2
BOUNTY 0.7142 0.2858 1 CAPUCCI 18 0.4618 0.5382 2
Contender-D4p5 0.5926 0.4074 1 CHIMARRITA 0.239 0.761 2
DOLORES 0.997 0.003 1 FEI CHENG BAI LI 0.0766 0.9234 2
EARLY TOP 0.8266 0.1734 1 FORLI 1 0.0154 0.9846 2
EARLY ZEE 0.994 0.006 1 HARROW BLOOD 0.4838 0.5162 2
ELBERTITA 0.5502 0.4498 1 IFF 331 0.4046 0.5954 2
ELEGANT LADY 0.9584 0.0416 1 IONIA 0.0148 0.9852 2
HARDIRED 0.991 0.009 1 ISKRA 0.1084 0.8916 2
HELENA CLING 0.6116 0.3884 1 NECTAGRAND 0.4842 0.5158 2
HONEY BLAZE 0.8354 0.1646 1 NJ 307 0.365 0.635 2
IF 691 0.7104 0.2896 1 NJ WEEPING 0.0616 0.9384 2
JUNE PRINCESS 0.996 0.004 1 NJC113 0.2726 0.7274 2
KAWEAH 0.989 0.011 1 OroA 0.004 0.996 2
KEVINA 0.6698 0.3302 1 PIERI 81 0.3604 0.6396 2
KV930455 0.5632 0.4368 1 RASCIADENTE BIANCA 0.0062 0.9938 2
MAYCREST 0.626 0.374 1 RASCIADENTE GIALLA 0.0234 0.9766 2
MAYFIRE 0.8642 0.1358 1 ROSA DARDI 0.269 0.731 2
MERRIL G, FREE 0.6094 0.3906 1 ROYAL ESTATE 0.0092 0.9908 2
NADIA 0.6166 0.3834 1 S5898:128 0.1054 0.8946 2
RICH LADY 0.993 0.007 1 SIBERIAN C 0.0206 0.9794 2
RISING STAR 0.615 0.385 1 TARDIVA SPADONI 0.1364 0.8636 2
ROMAGNA 3000 0.872 0.128 1 ZAO XIA LU 0.3998 0.6002 2



value and thus the most significant r2 values were observed on chromosome 5.

In Fig. 6.5, the graphs of r2 values are shown as a function of distance.

The linkage disequilibrium clearly decays as a function of distance in all chro-

mosomes.

The square root-transformed distribution of r2 values of SNPs mapping

on different chromosomes allowed setting an appropriate threshold at a value

of 0.20 beyond which LD values were considered significant. The value of

0.20 calculated for this LD threshold excluded most of the r2 values of SNPs

mapping to the same chromosomal region. Significant marker pairs were

observed in all chromosomes.

6.3.5 Association analysis

The analysis of association between traits related to fruit weight and size

(height, width and depth) was conducted with the general linear model

(GLM).

The results of the preliminary study of association with GLM are shown

in Table 6.7 and Fig. 6.5. QTLs were identified on chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 5

and 7 for the trait fruit weight. The strongest association was observed on

chromosome 7, where marker SNP IGA 779594 who was responsible for 25%

of the phenotypic variance observed among the accessions. Two markers were

found on chromosome 5 together accounting for about 41% of the observed

phenotypic variance (SNP IGA 553456 and SNP IGA 602901). It is note-

worthy that association studies by GLM and MLM were performed on one

marker at a time and thus can result in a sum of r2 above 100% (Souza, 2011).

Referring to the trait fruit height, four positive and significant associa-

tions were found for the SNP markers SNP IGA 374610, SNP IGA 388388,

SNP IGA 443952, SNP IGA 388527 located on chromosome 4, accounting

for about 19%, 15%, 17% and 17% of the observed phenotypic variance.



Table 6.6: Maximum, medium and minimum of linkage disequilibrium in the
eight peach chromosomes.

Chromosome Descriptive Statistic r2 D′ pDiseq
1 MIN 0 0 4.46E-06
1 MAX 0.54066 1 1
1 MEAN 0.012287 0.171641 0.47417
2 MIN 0 0 7.75E-10
2 MAX 0.66502 1 1
2 MEAN 0.022814 0.247464 0.436261
3 MIN 0 0 1.24E-09
3 MAX 0.58387 1 1
3 MEAN 0.014646 0.180951 0.372282
4 MIN 0 0 4.22E-10
4 MAX 0.57891 1 1
4 MEAN 0.017746 0.191869 0.525986
5 MIN 0 0 3.73E-14
5 MAX 0.77258 1 1
5 MEAN 0.058297 0.287878 0.178373
6 MIN 0 0 1.41E-06
6 MAX 0.49265 1 1
6 MEAN 0.016689 0.203871 0.505985
7 MIN 0 0 2.77E-11
7 MAX 0.81823 1 1
7 MEAN 0.017762 0.182567 0.401312
8 MIN 0 0 5.73E-07
8 MAX 0.49265 1 1
8 MEAN 0.014024 0.17801 0.632478
r2 = square of the correlation coefficient between the two loci
D′= standardized D (Lewotin, 1964)



Figure 6.5: Linkage disequilibrium decay as a function of distance: the r2

threshold line is at 0.20.



Two associations on chromosome 7 were observed for the SNP markers

SNP IGA 767644 and SNP IGA 779594, the latter being also associated with

the trait fruit weight.

Figure 6.6: Genome-wide associations for traits fruit weight (A), height (B),

width (C) and depth (D). The vertical axis shows -log10(P) values of the P-

value of the marker-trait association. The peaks above minimum threshold

of 3 (P-value = 0.001) can be considered as significantly associated.

Fruit width and depth showed some markers in common, consistent with

results presented in chapter 5 in the study on the F2 population ‘NJ Weeping’

× ‘Bounty’. Markers SNP IGA 388457 and SNP IGA 388802 explained 18%

of the observed phenotypic variance for this trait. Markers SNP IGA 669440,

SNP IGA 388125, SNP IGA 388168, SNP IGA 388234, SNP IGA 388258,

SNP IGA 310361 and SNP IGA 131496 were associated only with the trait

fruit width and each one of them explained 17% of the observed phenotypic

variance, respectively.

The markers associated with fruit depth not associated with fruit width

were SNP IGA 386970 and SNP IGA 263828, located on chromosomes 4 and

2, respectively.



Table 6.7: Genome-wide associations for traits fruit weight (FW), height
(FH), width (FWD) and depth (FD) by the GLM model.

Trait Marker Locus Locus pos marker F marker p r2

FW SNP IGA 779594 7 16243710 12.02624 3.52E-05 0.25
SNP IGA 374610 4 994204 11.20867 6.57E-05 0.24
SNP IGA 553456 5 2477325 10.18742 1.39E-04 0.22
SNP IGA 174498 2 3279542 15.10599 2.38E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 602901 5 16707379 8.754179 4.24E-04 0.19
SNP IGA 174475 2 3279135 8.695859 4.62E-04 0.20
SNP IGA 78954 1 22331148 8.37797 5.72E-04 0.19
SNP IGA 263828 2 15656993 7.748311 9.49E-04 0.17

FH SNP IGA 374610 4 994204 9.666013 2.11E-04 0.19
SNP IGA 767644 7 12014754 9.006549 3.53E-04 0.18
SNP IGA 443952 4 18818056 14.03736 3.83E-04 0.15
SNP IGA 388388 4 4720743 8.689349 4.47E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 388527 4 4741427 8.689349 4.47E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 277359 2 19444908 8.2559 6.31E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 779594 7 16243710 7.779602 9.25E-04 0.16
SNP IGA 263828 2 15656993 7.734538 9.60E-04 0.16

FWD SNP IGA 374610 4 994204 11.65101 4.74E-05 0.23
SNP IGA 388388 4 4720743 10.16596 1.42E-04 0.21
SNP IGA 388527 4 4741427 10.16596 1.42E-04 0.21
SNP IGA 388457 4 4738206 8.639093 4.65E-04 0.18
SNP IGA 779594 7 16243710 8.558379 4.96E-04 0.18
SNP IGA 669440 6 18315130 8.382238 5.92E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 443952 4 18818056 12.98574 6.09E-04 0.15
SNP IGA 388125 4 4691366 8.282894 6.17E-04 0.18
SNP IGA 388802 4 4769975 8.016641 7.64E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 602901 5 16707379 7.985735 7.84E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 388168 4 4697983 7.958937 8.01E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 388234 4 4701823 7.958937 8.01E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 388258 4 4704021 7.958937 8.01E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 310361 3 5894946 7.816663 9.08E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 131496 1 44780943 7.722088 9.80E-04 0.17

FD SNP IGA 374610 4 994204 14.16818 7.82E-06 0.25
SNP IGA 779594 7 16243710 8.629403 4.69E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 388388 4 4720743 8.425062 5.51E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 388527 4 4741427 8.425062 5.51E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 386970 4 4410111 8.375689 5.73E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 263828 2 15656993 8.235752 6.41E-04 0.17
SNP IGA 443952 4 18818056 12.22161 8.57E-04 0.13
SNP IGA 602901 5 16707379 7.824982 8.92E-04 0.16
SNP IGA 404899 4 9432878 7.357696 0.001304 0.15
SNP IGA 404914 4 9433562 7.357696 0.001304 0.15
SNP IGA 405055 4 9467499 7.357696 0.001304 0.15



6.4 Discussion

In the present study, the 9K SNP genotyping array v1 (Verde et al., 2012) de-

veloped by the International Peach SNP Consortium (IPSC) was used, which

allowed the identification of 5,102 polymorphic markers in the 70 accessions

studied, proving the efficiency of this technology and the variability of the

selected accessions.

High and significant correlation values were observed for all traits, similar

to those observed in chapter 5, where the same traits in the F2 population of

‘NJ Weeping’ and ‘Bounty’ had been studied and high correlation coefficients

had been observed.

In the Structure software, it was crucial to determine the exact number

of clusters (K) in the analysis in order to obtain the actual population struc-

ture. Sometimes, the distribution of log Pr(X/K) increases continuously with

increasing K values, as it occurred in the analysis by Cao et al. (2012) and

in the present study. Evanno et al. (2005) developed a method based on

DeltaK, where the actual number of clusters (K) occurs at the maximum

value (Fig. 4.4). In this study, the number K or the number of observed

clusters is 2 (Fig. 4.5). In the analysis, it was considered that each accession

can have a part of its genome derived from another cluster, which is different

from where it belongs. Therefore, the option admixture model was used. The

presence of shared ancestry between clusters was confirmed in many acces-

sions (Table 6.5) such as ‘A15’ which showed a value of ancestry fragmenting

almost halfway between the two clusters. Among the formed clusters, most

of the accessions forming the second cluster are characterized by fruits with

a low average fruit weight.

Regarding the comparison between the phylogenetic tree and information

about the population structure, both methods identified the formation of two

groups. However, as also noted in chapter 4, some accessions were classified

into different groups. This is because the analysis conducted in Darwin is



based on genetic distance, while the analysis conducted in Structure is based

on allele frequency. However, in general, both methods were efficient to de-

termine the population structure.

The analysis of association between markers and fruit weight resulted in

eight markers associated with this trait. The marker SNP IGA 263828 (link-

age group 2) was also associated with this trait in the study conducted in

the F2 population of ‘NJ Weeping’ and ‘Bounty’ in chapter 5. Notably, this

marker is found in collinear position to a major QTL for fruit weight in sweet

cherry (Zhang et al., 2010; Cabrera, 2011).

The marker SNP IGA 78954, located on chromosome 1, is in a neighbour-

ing region to gene ppa022891m, predicted to encode a ring finger protein.

Interestingly, some ring finger proteins were recently proposed to play a role

in apple fruit development (Li et al., 2011).

The marker SNP IGA 553456 is in a region near transcript ppa017022m

related to mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), a subfamily of the

protein kinases associated with diverse biological processes, including cellu-

lar division (Krysan et al., 2002).

Similarly, the markers SNP IGA 388388 and SNP IGA 388527, signifi-

cantly associated with FWD, are adjacent to genes ppa016617m and

ppa020949m. This region has 14 genes associated with wall-associated recep-

tor kinases (WAKs). According to Wagner and Kohorn (2001), WAKs may

have significance in the control of cell expansion. The involvement of WAKs

with cellular expansion is also reported by Kohorn and Kohorn (2012). The

amount of accessions and the fact that the phenotypic analysis was performed

in only a year of assessment are to be considered as limiting factors to confirm

the associations found between markers and fruit weight and size. Small pop-

ulation sizes may lead to bias when estimating the population structure and

the degree of relatedness between individuals in comparison to populations

with a higher number of individuals (Wang et al., 2012). These potential



drawbacks in the estimation of population structure can lead to false posi-

tive associations. Thus, it is important to emphasize that the present study

is of preliminary character. More accessions and phenotypic evaluations will

be conducted in order to detect new QTLs. Further studies will be carried

out, considering the mixed linear model as well.



Chapter 7

Final remarks

Fruit weight is a trait of high economic importance and has thus been stud-

ied in several breeding programs. The results of the present study provide

important information for a better understanding of the mechanisms that

control the genetic bases of this trait.

In chapter 4, the objective was to assess the genetic diversity using AFLP

and SSR markers. Based on this information and other criteria such as con-

trasting fruit weight values, a panel of accessions to be used in association

mapping for frui weight was chosen. In the present study, SSR markers were

more informative, although a higher number of markers is needed for other

stages of the study, in case of association mapping. Overall, a high level

of homozygosity in the accessions under evaluation was observed, similar to

results by Aranzana et al. (2010) who pointed out that this is due high level

of co-ancestry.

In chapter 5, genotyping of the biparental cross ‘NJ Weeping’ × ‘Bounty’

with the 9K SNP array v1 (Verde et al., 2012) allowed the construction of

a high density genetic map comprising 877 markers with an average marker

density of 0.65 cM. 34 QTLs related to fruit weight and size were identified,

some of which have been already reported in the literature. New phenotypic

evaluations will be conducted over the next two years in order to confirm
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these QTLs.

In future assessments, the markers contained in these regions may be

used as reference to validate these QTLs in other populations that segregate

for fruit weight and size, and may eventually be used in MAS as a tool for

breeding for fruit weight.

In chapter 6, the preliminary study of association mapping to detect

markers associated with fruit weight and size gave promising results. 39

markers were found to be associated with fruit weight, height, width and

depth. Some of these chromosomal regions correspond to QTLs mapped in

chapter 5 in the F2 population. Others were found in regions near tran-

scripts involved in biological processes related to fruit development such as

cell division and cell expansion. However, it should be noted that this is a

preliminary study. Further analysis will be conducted using MLM (mixed

linear model) in which the effect of the Kinship matrix (matrix K) will be

introduced in addition to the effect of the population matrix (matrix Q).

Phenotypic evaluations will also be repeated, and the number of accessions

used in the association mapping will be expanded.
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Glossary

AFLP Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism
DNA Desoxyribonucleic Acid
FD Fruit Depth
FH Fruit Height
FW Fruit Weight
FWD Fruit Width
GLM General Linear Model
IPSC International Peach SNP Consortium
IM Interval Mapping
IMA Inter-Microsatellite Amplification
JGI Joint Genome Institute
LD Linkage Disequilibrium
LOD Logarithm of Odds
MAPK Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase
MAS Marker-Assisted Selection
MLM Mixed Linear Model
MQM Multiple QTL Mapping
PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction
PIC Polymorphic Information Content
QTL Quantitative Trait Locus
SNP Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism
SRAP Sequence-Related Amplified Polymorphism
SSR Simple Sequence Repeat
WAK Wall-Associated Receptor Kinase
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